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OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL 

REPORT OF INVESTIGATION 

(Sh'NF) DEATH OF A DETAINEE IN1-~~~g~ NatSecAct 
(2003-7402-IG) 

27 April 2005 . 
(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct INTRODUCTION 

(b)(1) 1. (§//NF) 0nONovember 2002, an individual detamed by 
(b)(3) NatSecAct the CIA inl _jGul Rahman, died. Onc:::November, the 

Deputy Director for Operations (DDO) informed the Deputy . 
Inspector General that the DDO had dispatched a team to investigate 
the death. In January 2003, the Office of Inspector Gene.ral (OIG) 
initiated an investigation: This report reviews the events leading to. 
Rah.man's death. · 

(b)(1) . 
SUMMARY (b)(3) NatSecAct . 

.. 
2. (§//NF) Rahman, a suspected Afghan extremist associated 

with the Hezbi Islami Gulbuddin (HIG) organization, who was 
_ID2i:>roximately 34 years old, was cai:>ttired in Pakistrur-

(b )( 1) , n -·---
(b)(3) NatSecAct , 11! October 2002.1 

1

0:November2bo2, [-- (b-)(
1
)JiITcraft rendered Rahman from _ _! On 

(b)(1) -- . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

1 
SECRET) (lv~~//MR 

-------·--(b)(3) NatSecAct---------------
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· (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(1) (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

~~lgl NatSeclc.t . ltJ:La deJention[anciint~rrogation facility,j ~ 
L_ J ml-.. -- I 1security guards reportea.ryiound 

Rahman dead ikJus cell on the morning of0November 200? 
(b)(1) . (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct D 'D (b)(3) NatSecAct 

3. (S//NF) Between and! November 2002, Rahrrian · · 
underwent at least six interrogation sessions by Agency personnel. 

, The interrogation team included thd Site Manager, 
(b)(1) an independent contractor (IC) 
(b)(3) CJAAct osychologist/interrogator, (C) Bruce Jessen; the Station's 
(b)(3) NatSecAct and an ICI ilin01~;~.,t---
(b)(6) I I . ' "~--'---~ 
(b)(7)(c) t' 
· ___ _J had no interrogation experience.or relevant training 

before his arrival in =in July 2002. However, he acquired 
some on-th?ti\(Z) training ana experience during the four m(b)(1J" he 
had been[(b)(3) NatSecA~trior to Rahman's death. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 4. f:.&I Rahman was subjected to sleep deprivation 
sessions of up to 48 hours, at least one cold shower, and a "hard 

I 
takedown" termed "rough treatment" as reported in pre~death cables 
addressing the progress of the interrogation. In addition, Rahman 

~~lgl NatSecActepor_tedlywas without clothing for m~ch of.his.time a~! ~ 

I 
Despite these measures, Rahman remained uncooperative an~ 

· provided no intelligence. His only concession was. to acknowledge 
(b)(1) . his identity on!lNovember 2002 and, subsequently, to explain what 
(b)(3) NatSecAct,.,11 h '-_i th · Rahman : d his · I v Ulage e came trom; o erwlSe, retame resIStance 
(b)(1) posmi:e, and demeanor. The cab.le fro~c=J onONO';,ember 2002 
(b)(3) NatSecAcfeporting that Rahman had admitted his 1aentity stated, Rahman 

spent the days since his last session with Station officers in cold 
conditions with minimal food arn;l sleep." A psychological 

(b)(1) assessment of Rahman, prepared by Jessen and reported in a cable on 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ]November 2002, noted Rahman's remarkable physical and . 

. psychological resilience and recommended; in part, "continued 
. enviroI1JI1ental deprivations." · 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

2 (lJ I /J'EltlO/Not all membi!rs of the interrogation team were.lnvolveil in every interrogation 
session. 

SECRE'f/L _____ ]NOFOffiJ//MR 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~~5-l(S//NF) On the afternoon of0November 2002, whenO 
guards delivered food to Rahman, he reportedly threw his . 

'-,fo_o_d~,-w~ater bottle, and defecation bucket at the guards. In addition, 
(b)(1) he reportedly threatened the guards and told theII].lle..had seen their 
(b)(3) CIAAct faces and would kill them upon his release .. When_ lwas 
(b)(3) NatSecAct informed of this incident, he approved or directed ~ards to 
~~\~~\(~) shackle Ral:)Jnan's hands and feet and connect the shackles with a 

short chain. This position forced Rahman, who was naked below the 
waist, to sit on.a cold concrete floor and prevented him from 
standing up. 

(b)(i) 6. {S//NB The following morning, the guards·.reported that 
(b)(3) NatSecAciRahman was slumped over in his cell. The ambient temperature was 

recorded at a low oQdegrees Fahrenheit. Rahman was still in the 
(b)(1) "short chaih position," wearing only a sweatshirt. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

. ~.:L_ffilt!srF> C--station reported Rahman's death that day in 
(b)(3) NatSecAc!u{__~cable to.the DDO. The ODO dispatched an 

investigative team [the Directorate of Operations (DO) Investigative 
: Team] consisting of a senior security officer assigned to the 

b 
1 

~(b)(3) CIAAct 1 an Office of General Counsel 
~b \b\ NatSecA~jtl)_@)c:_IAA_c~-- _ _ ~att.0mey, and an Agency pathologist to 

· ! U The DO Investigative Team conducted 
interviews, ana-the palliOiogist performed an autopsy of Rahman. 
The autopsy indicated, by a diagnosis of exclusion, that the death 

. - : 

· was caused by hypothermia.3 · 

8. ES//NF) On 22 January 2003, the General Counsel informed 
the Inspector General (IC) that. Rahman died as a result of the · 
conditions at a facility substantially controlled by Agency officers. 
OIG initiated an investigation into the circumstances surrounding 
this incident and reported the death to the Department of Justice 

3 (U) Hypothermia is subnormal temperature within the central body. The term hypothe~ is 
used when an individual's body temperature is below 95 degrees Fahrenheit. This will occur 

, when the loss of body heat exceeds heat production. · 

Sl'!CRffi' ~}NDFO~J//:MR 
--------· (b)(3) NatSecAct·----------------
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(DoJ) by letter on 13 February 2003.4 On 29 December'2003, the Chief 
of the Counterterrorism Section, DoJ reported by memorandw;n that 

(b )( 1) DoJ would not pursue a federal prosecution of criminal charges 
(b)(3) NatSecActregarding Rahman's death. The matter is under review by the U.S. 

I Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Virginia. 
(b)(3) CIAAct 

/~~/~~(c) 9. ~,At the time of his assignment in c::=]was 

I 
a first-to~operations officer who had no training or 
experience to prepare him to manage a detention facility or conduct 

(b)(1) interrogations. At the time of Rahman's death) _Jihad not · 
(b)(3) CIAAct · d · t ti tr · · d tin~ f ill" ·th (b)(3) N tS A 1rece1ve m erroga on ammg an was ~:i:;iera 1ug u1e ac ty wi a 
(b)(G) 

8 
ec c modi~ of Headquarters guidance an1b)~Station direct 

(b)(7)(c) supervision. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

10. (S//NF)' This OIG investigation conch1des thati~! -~ 
treated Rahman harshly because of his alleged stature, lack of 
cooperation, pressure to break Rahman, jd I _ _jnexperience 

(b)(1) wi~ a committe~ interrogation ~esi.Ste:·. ---~proved or ordered 
(b )(3) c I AA ct placmgi.crhman-i:n:ifu:shorrcham posrtiorrwhile nake-ctbelowthe~-
(b )(3) NatSecAct.Vaist in near freezing confinemerit conditions and this directly.led to 
(b)(6) Rahman's death by hypothermia. :exhibited reckless 
(b)(7)(c) indifference to the possibility that his actions might cause injuries or 

result in Rahman's death. (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

1 L (S//NF) OIG found that Rahman did not receive a · 
physical examination during his detention at iand concludes 

(b)(1) 
that the Station's Physician's Assistant (PA) did 
not attend to Rahn4m in the same manner and with the same (b)(3) CJAAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

4 (S/ /NFJ This referral is a requirement of Title SO United States Code (U.S.C.), § 403q(b)(5) that 
mandates .OIG to report information .concerning possible violations of federal criminal law to 
DoJ. The General Counsel had orally advised the Chief of the Criminal Division, DoJ, of the 
cir~tances of Rahman's death on 24 January 2003. · · 

4 
I 

SllClUlT/! 
I 

NOFORN//'M:R 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(7)( c) standa~d ofcare as the other detainees.s Furthe~ !as a 
medical care provider, was aware of the increasingly cold conditions _id ______ ] during the period of time he and Rahman were both in 

(b)(1) . I. fNovem~bl(~702)anddidnotadvocatemorehumane 
(b)(3) NatSecActtreatment for Rahman.(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~--12~ES //NF) OIG also concludes that I I 
(b)(1) P.id not provide adequate supervision forL J 
(b)(3) CIAAct .. · L_ M ) ib dir t 'b--ili.ty (b)(3) NatSecAct1ctiv1ties at ___ oreover 1 ~ars ec respons1 
(b)(6) · for failing to include pertinent facts in his official written account of 
(b)(7)(c) Rahman's death that led to material omissions and inaccuracies being 

provirlPrl to the Congressional oversight committees. 
' (b)(1) 

. (b)(3) NatSecAct · 
(b)(1) 

BACKGROUND (b)(3) NatSecAct 
" 

.· 13. (-8//NP) Soon after the establishment ofL:]Station in 
early 2002, the Station took the initiative to begin conducting 

. interrogations ofaetamees usmg Station lirigmsts. [(b)(i ) __ __, 

! (b)(i) (b)(3) NatSec
1

Act 

1_. ---(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct _______ ~ 

(b)(1) 14. ES/LI In April 2002,I jstation prlposed thj 
(b)(3) NatSecAc~onstruction of a( -____ __;detention facility to meet 

the Station's requirement for "secure, safe, and separated handling of 
(b )( 1) terrorist detainees." In June 2002, Headquarters' Counterterrorist 
(b)(3) CIAAct Center (CTC)I ~pproved the 
(b)(3) NatSecA~!mds to establish thej ~etention facility[(b)(i )[[[The 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

_______ (b)(3) NatSecAct_~~ 
(b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

5 

jNOFORN/ I MR 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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facili was an Agency operatiog 

(b)(1) 
(b)(1) (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct ~ (b)(1) · 
15. ~/ /J\iF) received its first detainee on(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Cseptember 2002. After the first month of operation, the I 
'---___; 

population had grown to its maximum capacity of 20 detainees. 

(b)(1) · 16. (S//l'W} was secured b~ 
(b)(3) N•ISooAotl <md tmPPQ"""°--~'""'1~oldng/clroning 

cadre The guard force was 
divided withi !guards working inside the facilityJ_and the 

. remaind.e.csecuriru?; the outside i;ierimeter. I (b)(1) l 
I (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) s I /'> m\! 
(b)(3) NatSecAct·---=1::....:7·c_( Tl NTJJ 

]. i 

c___lhad overall responsibility for the facility, and Agency staff 

~~~~~~;~~i;::;:~~r!~I::f~~~~r:r~~~ty.~~<m __ Y)-'-1_1 __ _ 
L. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
PROCEDURES AND RESOURCES (b)(3) NatSecAct 

___ 18_.-'(S//NF) Two OIG officers traveled tol !inspected 
,___ __ __,and conducted interviews· there as a part of the 
investigation. OIG reviewed the material collected during the Spf7cial 
Review, Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Program (2003-
7123-IG), that is relevant to this investigation. Irlcluded within that · 

· material are policy documents, cables, and internal and external 
communications. OIG also drew material for this Report from[] of 
the interview reports prepared during the Special ReView. OiG 
reviewed all materials assembled for the DO Investigative Team and 
that team's final report, including a final autopsy report. · (b)(3) CIAAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
~---i . 

SilCRET )l _ _jMeFeR}f//MR 
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FINDINGS 

(SHNF) GUL RAHMAN'S CAPTURE, RENDITION AND DETENTION 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

19. -(£/ j j Rahman was a suspected Afghan extremist fi:om 
Lowgar Province, who was associated with the f:IIG organization.? 
CTC identified him as a close associate of Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and 
Abu Abd Al-Rahman Al-Najdi, an alleged member of Al-Qa'ida.a 
Rahman was an ethnic Pashtun who spoke Pashtu, Dari, and Farsi 

) 

· and was approximately.34 years old. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

. I 

(b)(1) L(b)(3) N•!S•d\ci _______________ ~>-----
(b)(3) NatSecAct · ·. " · · .. 

'. :;21. (fJ I J i Rahman was apprehended m Islamabad, 
,-· _:f>~fan, onOQctobeJ_ 2QQgL durl!J.g_an early morning_raid = 

.. I (b)(1) 
j (b)(3) NatSecAct 

· (b )(3)_ NatSecAct.-"=-'----

7 f2rl )I During an interrogation session after he admitted his true identity, Rahman said he 
was tr\Jmidiangar Village, Pol-E-Alam Region, Lowgar Province. Lowgar Province is · 
immediately southwest of Kabul. 

cucu~;.j ij~ 
-(b)(3) NatSecActr . 11 MK 

( b )( 1 ) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 

I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

_______ (b)(3) NatSecAct____ ----~ .. 
22. (SLA I On~ October 2002) !station sent a 

(b)(1) r-=b1e1 ----- - I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct !advised that I I during a 

· 1 mterrogation sessiotj Jhad identified one of 
(b )( 1) his fellow detainees as Gul Rahman. I Jrequested that the 
(b)(3) NatSecAct __Jof the 

apprehension. In a reflection of how important a detainee Rahman 
(b)(1) was believed to be, Headquarters subsequently advised 

~~-~ 

(b)(3) NatSecActmdc__ ··-~Stations that Secp.e.t<m>: of Defense Donald Rumsfeld had 
· . requested an update on t!(b)(1) ]case. 

· (b)(3) NatSecAct 

23. (S11 
;~--·----. ----------- - l 

___ _]----"---'--' ·-----

(b)(1) 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
• ~ I On 
· L-1November 2002. Rahman was renderea toi (b)(1) 

- (b)(3) NatSecAct (p)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(1) ~-]· 
(b)(3) NatSecAct __ 24. -('5'/ L_ Following Rahman's rendition tq j 

I lgenerated SlX cables regarding Rahman, mcluding two cables 
followmg his death. Only one of these cables, which reported the 
chronology of Rahman's death, provided a char.acterization of . · 
Rahman, describing him as an: "enemycombatant."12 

12 (U / /FeBe) The Department of Defense defines an "enemy combatant" as an individual 
who, under the laws and customs of war, may be detained for the duration of the conflict. (Letter 
from William J. Haynes II to Senator Cirri Levin, 26 November 2002.) · 

. 8.1 . 
SECRJ!T/~NOFO!tl<l//MR 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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SEGR:E'f/ (NOFORN//MR 

25. (-5~ (b)(1) I (b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~·_J 

I / He was targeted 
1Jecau8e oflus rolein AI=Qa'id~anman was considered an Al- · 
Qa'ida operative because he assisted the group. Being both a HIG 
member and an Al-Qa'ida operative is not inconsistent. 

~,-----~ 

there is no formal definition of the term ''operative." In Rahman(b)(6) 
case, it would be similar to the term "facilitator."[~iewed a (b)(7)(c) 
facilitator as somewhat less involved than an operative. 

. . . 1(b)(1)-, . 
(SHNF) .MANAGEMENT AND CONDITIONSATL(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
~--~--------------(b)(3) NatSecAct--~ 

27. ES//I'@) The detention facility~-----r----~-, 
consisted of 20 individual concrete structures used as cells. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Four of the cells had 
~a_m_e-ta~l~b-ar~abc-o-v_e_e_y_e __ l-ev_e __ l_th~a_t_r_an~b_e_tw_e_e_n_. tw--"o walls to which 

detainees could be secured by their hands in a standing sleep
deprivation position. The facility's windows were covered tO. 

(b)(1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

13 (5//Nf) A.rnlllA.CJlment facility fo•~-~"'as completed ue=J2Q04 and detainees ';ere 
removed from/ ] . 

SEC~Tdt«3FO~//MR 
(b)(3) NatSecAct _____________ _ 
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SECR:fff/ 1 rvFORN// m 

suppress outside light. Stereo speakers in the cellblock constantly 
played loud music to thwart any attempt to communicate between 
detainees. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 29. (S//NF) L-- ]was not insulated ;;md had no central air 
(b)(3) NatSecAct diti · . h tin A ch d · d ~on orung or ea g; an g~-1:::mr ase . generator supporte 

its power requirements. WhenL received its first detainee in 
b 

1 
September 2002, by many accounts the temperature was hot and 

~b l~3 l c !AA ct remained generally hot or warm until November 2002.15 Individual 
(b)(3) NatSecAci:ells were designed with a recess for electrical space heaters; 
(b)(6) however, electrical heaters were not placed in the cells. 
(b )(7)( c) 

· · · 3o •. ES/./l<flil) c=Jestimated there were between six an_d.12 
gas heaters in the cellblock atthe time·of.Rahman's death.·L =1 
~-----'officer ·Who participated in the DO Investigation ... 

. Team, reported there were five gas heaters in the detainee area of the 
(b)(1) .,,,..;litybefore Ralunan's death. · · · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · · 

~-~3=1.'-ifS/ /NF)" According to llie customary practice at 
(b)(1) L _____ __Jwas to shave.each detainee'shead and beard and conduct a 
(b)(3) CIAAct T\ledical examination upon arrival. Detainees were then given 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . · . · I 
(b)(G) Uniforms and moved to a cell. Photographs were taken of each 
(b)(?)(c) detainee for identification purposes. While in the cells, detainees 

.were shackled to the wall. The guards fed the detainees on an . I · 
alternating schedule of one meal on one lday anld two meals the next 
d In ti. . ti' f th ld th dir t d (b )(6)1 . ay. an opa on o e co wea er, ec e (b)(?)( ) (b)(1) . · · I c 

(b)(3) CIAAct . 
( b) ( 3) Nat S ecAct (S//Hf) According to~ the door had to be opened to deliver water bottles and acc~ss 
( b) ( 6) · . the excrement bucket. · 
(b)(?)(c) · 15 (U) .lnNovember2002, the temperature(b)(1 )_fanged from a high ofOo a low oCJ 

degrees Fahrenheit. . .(b)(3) NatSecAct · . 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(1) . t t . unif h 
(b)(3) CIAAct ass1s ant, o a~quire warmt;r orms, eater~, 
(b)(3) NatSecAct propane, and blankets. According t~lhe was successful m 
(b)(6) purchasing the uniforms, blankets an~ heaters. It was difficult 
(b)(7)(c) to purchase heaters because they were in high dem.and. If a detainee 

was cooperative, he was afforded improvements in his environment 
to include a mat, blankets, a Koran, a lamp, and additional food . 
choices. Detainees who were not cooperative were subjected to 
austere conditions and aggressive interrogations until they became 

li (b)(1) 
comp ant (b)(3) NatSecAct 

I 

32. (S//NF) ; for the U.S. Bureau of Prisons 
(b )( 1) ,QLOP) to send aL _ training team toCJfrom Cto 
(b )(3) NatSecAct November.16 Tl:US team worked .with the mterior guard force 

c__j 

concentrating on techniques such as entry and escort procedures, 
(b )(1) application of restraints, security checks, pat down and cell searches, 
(b)(3)CIAAct. d<l' tin' 'b dch ks fd t · . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct an ··. ocumen g prescn e ec o e amees. 
(b )(6) ' ' ' ' 
(b)(7)(c) . 33. (S//NF) 

·'-='~~~··--~- jcli:aracterizedL ___ ~s "so many· accidents 
··· · · .. · ''·'"' ··'waiting to-·happen." For example; there could be an attack from the'· 

· · outside; the detainees could hurt themselveµ__ I -
(b)(1) · ... .,, · COSL_ 1··:· 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ---

described as~ ''high risk, hig!t gain intel\igence facili~~ 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) ·, ! 
(b)(7)(c) i 

I In an electronic message 
(e-mail) to the DDO two days after Rahma!l's deathJ !wrote, in 
part, 

On an employee impact ·note, I have made it clear to all hands 
involved that the responsibility is mine alone, nothing more need· 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

( b )( 1 ) · ~ 17 (£f/~lli)r--~~~edJ(b ff1f!trom August 2002 until July 2003. 
(b)(3) CIAAct 1 (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ,-----11 
( b )(6) SEeRET J

1 
VNOFORM'/ /MR 

(b)(7)(c) ! 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

be said on that, and I am and have been coordinating with 
appropriate senior hqs levels since the inception of this program. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

___ I 

(
(b))( 1)) C. 35. (S//NF)j baidhe_didnotknowwhathis.duties 
b (3 IAAct uld b h · h ·. d · I 1 H b Ii d th · f (b)(3) NatSecActwo e w en e arnve rn r e e eve. e prrmary actors 

(b)(6) . in his assignment as! ISite Manager were the vacancy in the 
(b)(7)(c) detention projam and thatj =1 

7---~---~ [ . jhad no formal instruction relatinlti? 
interrogations until April 2003,[Jmonths into hisL :tour.21 . 

~---·-- (b)(1) 
36. (S//NF) Jn _____ fiSsigned! (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) res12onsibili!Y for all detention-related functions 
(b)(3) CIAAct ! -~~------
(b)(3) NatSec~ct _F. 

1
was also responsible fr~_r __ _ 

~~~~~~(c) renditions to and from other countries and detainee transfers.~-~ 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

(b )( 1) 

'-21 (o//~IF) L:JWas not designated as a Certified Interrogator Wltil he completed the two- · 
week interro!l!tion course and 40 hours of supervised interrogations :with an experienced 
interrogatorJ~~certification was awarded on[}pril 2003. 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) ~/c1r]'oTOJ7()~M//MR . 

~(b )(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )( 1) (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct 

---------------- ------------- --------------------(b )(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

37. (S//1'il11) [ -explain~<:!_th_a_t h_e_s_e_le_c_te_d~_~l,b_as_e_d_o_n~ 
~~~g~ CIAAct several factors, including the fact, 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) I !added that he watched 
(b)(7)(c) I ldischarge his d,uties and was ve~ satisfied with the job he 

- performed. !-------I said that he,i i and I ~alked a lot 
about issues~ad free access to th~ Station front office, 
and Tlrecilled consulting w1thl ~t least once a day; 

(b)(1) . -1 . . ~___J . . 

(b)(3) NatSecAct · 38. (Sn NF) stated that he anui bnefedr-----
(b)(3) CIAAct - , , ~ -] 

1 

,.ii I · ~I -~I 

(b)(6) . on CIA polic~_,_<l!1dL_ __ ~earned from on-the-jop training. I r 
(b)(7)(c) believed tha~ lfeceived whatever guidance was available at· 

, CTC before he arrived, butc=J did not know what that was. 
'I lsaid that the guidance fie passed to! !included such issues·-
, as c!A'.'s prohibition on torture; being vigilant I Ito ensure 

(b)(1) ·- there iS no torture; and the facfthafit iSpermissible to use certain · · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct tactics in debriefing that cannot injure, threaten with death, or induce 

(b)(1) 
lasting physical damage to the detainees. 

(b)(3) CIAAct 39 tS, 'l>JF)L I 'd h b · c d · ul · (b)(3) NatSecAct · . n --~sai e wa_s neie on partic ar 
(b)(6) . interrogations on a case-by-case basis. If there was a new or 
(b)(7)(c) important detainee ar lhe was briefed every day as the 

. t ti' 'ts (b)(1) 
m erroga on ran 1 course; (b)(3) NatSecAct · 

40. (S//NF) advised that he had discussions w:lth ' . 

(b)(1) 

Station management-including 
[ . --r- ____ 

1

______ ~-------,-1 -e_v_e_ry_o_th_e~r day, or 

when issues arose.L- 1stated that someone from Station 
management visitedl (b)(1 )1 ;iho11t once a month. -

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 

L__(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(7)(c) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct_ 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

41. (S//NP..) The Director·of CTC-in written comments on the 
(b)(1) draft report endor?ed by the DDO, who served as the previous 
(b)(3) CIAAct Director of CTC-said tha~ the fall of 2002, the shortage of veteran 
(b)(3) NatSecAc!:Jperations officers had hit(b)(i~Station hard. To accomplish critical 
(b)(6) . . . l I 
(b)(?)(c) rruss10ns, . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

CTC often relied on talented young officers-such as, 
~----~ 

(b)(1) 

to take_@ r~sponsibilities beyond their training and experience. In 
[ _______ J_<:fse, he was asked to take on enormous responsibilities 

at! _ . rnm _principally because of hist ____________ ,_I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct l __ ____j and relative maturity, which qualified him better than 

most for this entirely new DO mission. 

(&I/NF) PouCY FOR CUSTODIAL INTERROGATIONS AT THE DME OF 

RAHMAN' s DEATH 

42. (8//NF) Prior to the time of Rahman's death, CTC and 
OGC disseminated policy guidance, via cables, e-mail, or orally, on a 
specific case-by-case basis to address r~quests to use specific 
interrogation techniques. Agency management did not require those 
involved in interrogations to sign an acknowledgement that·they had 
read, understood, or agreed to comply with the guidanceprovided; 
nor did the Agency maintain a comprehensive record of individuals 

(b)(1) . who had been briefed on interrogation procedures. 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 43. (S//NF)' According to inl 
(~)(~) I ~002, a senior operations~o~ffi=·c-,(-b-)(-1)~~--------' 
( )( )(c) interrogated a particularly obstinate d(?.l@L~atSecAct 

[--- ---- - ------- ------- · -------------- ~-Jc-c, Th~e-of=fi~.c-er _ ___, 

-draitea a ca!Jle-lliafjJi:oposed teamiques-tliafultimately, became the 
mqdel for: l jrecalled that the proposal included 
use of darkness, sleep aeprivation, solitary confinement, and noise; 

~~lgl NatSecActhe use of cold temperatures was not addressed.23 The response from . 
Headquarters was th~bfh) proposal was acceptable, based on the fact 

(b)(3) CIAAct 

1 

. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
~-----~(b)(6) 

23. {S//NF) As noted belowJ (b )(7)( C)1ppears mistaken about the absence of a proposal to use 
cold as a technique. 1 

-- ----- ----- ·· ----- - ------ ·(b)(3) NatSecAc1--------- ---- ..... ------ .... ---
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

that no permanent harm would re~mlt from any of the proposed 
measures.24 Prior to the death of Rahman, that cable from · 
Headquarters served as the Station's guidance on wha:t could be done 
in interrogations. 

44. (S//:!'~)[ ]explained that Station guidance was to 
(b)(1) adhere to the four techniques approved by Headquarters. Guidance 
(b)(3) CIAAct • · di·. "d al· t t · "ti"all " t h tch " I (b)(3) NatSecActo lil_ VI u m erroga ors rm y was ca c as ca can. twas 
(b)(6) i~:=Jresponsibility to monitor things a stated 
(b )(7)( c) that the issue of when the Station needed to seek Headquarters 

(b)(1) approval was a 1rrav area. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

45. (-&/ 2002,[ [submitted to 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) . Headquarters a prof>osed interrogation plan for the detainee at the 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . i It requested "specific Heaqquarters 

concurrence and definitive CIC/Legal authority" to employ specified 
· interrogation techniques With the detainee. It proposed sound 
disorientation, time deprivation, light deprivation, physical comfort 

-----leveh:lepri11ation;-lowerlngthe-quality of Ure detainee's-foodfClllrl-· ------
.... ;, · · ·. "tinpre'dictable round-the-clock interrogation: that would lead fo sleep·· · · · ···, ·' · · · .. 

· depFi.vation. The cable offered a specific description of each of the 
··-:. '' ··· ,. prdposed techniques. One specific proposal was, 
•.. :~ . 

Physical comfort level deprivation: With the use of a window air 
conditioner and a judicious provision/ deprivation of warm 
clothing/blankets, believe we can increase [the det.ainee's] physical 
discomfort level to the point where we may lower his mental/trained 
resistance abilities. 

: .. •·.· ·: =-~· . 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 

------ (b)(?)(c) 

~Cltl:T l~J>ioPORN//MR . 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

· 48. (~;)--~ ] A review of cables to or from lbetwee~ 
(b )( 1) nAugust and L_}Jovember disclosed only one cable proposing 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . 

(b)(1) I 

'--~~~~~--~(b-)-(3_)_N_a_ts_e_cA_c_t~~~~~~~~~~--" . 

16 
~ l*>FOR:N//lvfil 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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SECRET/I VNOFORN//MR(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) additional interrogation methods for] ~et~ees. This cable, 
~~lgl ~l~ct A t""ritten by Jessen for a different detainee, requested permission to 
(b)(S) a ec c apply "the following [moderate value target] interrogatk>n pressures 
(b)(7)(c) ... as deemed appropriate by Uessen], ... isolation, sleep 

deprivation, sensory deprivation (sound masking), facial slap, body 
slap,-attention grasp, and stress positions." 

(b)(i) 49. (-5/(Nf) According td-, -~e initial interrogatiorui 
(b)(3) NatSecAct:onducted at iin September and October 2002 were more 

custodial interviews, with the added psychological impact of being in 
that facility with total darkness and separation from other detainees. 
When Agency officers came to conduct interviews or interrogations, 
the only guidance he provided them was how to get m and out of tl.i.e 

(b)(1) facility securely. ,--'stated that the interrogators enjoyed the 
(b)(3) CIAAct freedom to do what they wanted. He did not possess a list of "do's 
(b)(3) NatSecAct d d 'ts" f . t ti" . (b)(S) an· on or m erroga ons. 
(b)(7)(c) 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

50. (S//NF) The pj.rector of CTC-in written comments on the 
draft report endorsed by the DDO said that, at the time of Rahman' s 
death, there was a lack of dear, applicable program guidance for 
operations to detain and interrogate terrorists captured on the · 
battlefield. He stated, · '' 

[T]he opening of _jn September 2002 came as a practical 
response to a clear-cut and urgent operational need. · 
Unfortunately,L . ]began operation while CL'\ was still in 
the process of estaolisliliig uniform and ~etailed program 
guidance on detention and interrogations practices, and prior to 
development of the structured, tightly controlled CTC detention 
and interrogation program managed by ere ... today. While 
that program-which was launched in November 2002 from a 
low base of experience, personnel, and overall expertise-also 
came together without well develo11ed and detailed CIA policies 
on detention and interrogationr l 

I

I (b)(1) 
. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

1 

---"17 
SECRET [ _ _J~Nit-:Ofl<FOH*ffiNi+/J+i'J11tvfR*" 

------- -----------------( b) ( 3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct SECR!H/ ~ pIDFORN//MR 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) . 51. (S//l~) Accordingly, when~--------~ 
(b)(3) CIAAct arrived inl~I!.INovember 2002, for his first TDY assignment 
(b)(3) NatSecAct1[ ! ~eportedly advisedc=J"You cannot harm or 
~~l~~l( ) killtfie aetainees, bufyou can handle the deon;finl!SjinterrogatJ.ons 

c as you see fit." It was not apparent to Otha knew what the 
rules were.26 . . _ · 

·s·· '\RE , (b)(1) rnNF, SPONSIBILITYFORRAHMAN SlNTERROGATION (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1 l 52. (;pf /NF) L ]stated that it was his_nm:nial practice to· 
(b)(3) CIAAct tall diti · -af-t fli h l._1 h (b)(3) NatSecAdee ren . on airer g ts ____Jwuess e . 
(b)(6) needed to be elsewhere. However, he said he-did not have a specific / 
(b)(7)(c) recollection of the rendition of Rahman on~ovember 

2002.27 There was no logbook documenting the arrivals and · 1 

departures of Agency personnel at the facility. 

(b )( 1) . 53. (S//NF) c-mtontends that Rahman was the . · J 

(b)(3) CIAAct . 'bili'hr fJ ' ' t . tain h th. J (b)(3) NatSecA;?spons1 ~Lo essen. L ___ Jwas no cer . w · e er essen was 
(b)(6) · sent to with Rahman or another case.28 Jessen 
(b)(7)(c) ·conducted several interrogation s.essions with Rahman. ~~lgl NatSecAct 

54. (S//NF)·According ta Jessen met·with Rahman / ·-:·· 
eve~.29 Those sessions were documented in a series of cables 
tha( ]indicated were drafted by Jessen. said he I 
participated in some of the interrogations Jessen conducted but could 

~~lgl CIAAct. not remember how many; When informed that a pre-death_c_ab_le 
(b)(3) NatSecAct!ported that Jessen conducted six sessions with Rahman,! =1 
(b)(6) estimated he participated in about three of those. J ~tated that 
(b)(7)(c) (b)(1) · . (b)(1) . 

(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

26 (&i/l«F) llserved irl--lfrornJovember 2002 unti[Jianuary 2003. I I 

~--- - - - -- (b)(1) I I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 
' I 

28 f.1 1 According to a I October 2002 CTC/UBL cable, Jessen was being sent td 
"to_CJ>ncil!c{ in-depth interrogations of several key Al-Qa'ida operatives recently detaine".,-d ~in-

L_~_]Rahman was not captured until 00ctober 2002, 

29 (Si/NF) Jessen was in[(b )( 1 ):orn1l0ctober unti!["f ovember 2002, 
· (b)(3) NatSecAct 

__ l~ . 

~OO'f/ j NQFOR:M//M:R 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) he did not recall which interpreter participated in the interrogation 
(b )(3) C IAAct ~sions with Rahman. According toi !after Jessen left [ 
(~)(~) NatSecAc~November 2002, Rahman becam~ lease by default,'-a-d_din_" -g~ 
~bl~?l(c) that all of the detainees who were not being interrogated were under 

his general control. 

55. {S//NF) Jessen, who holds a Ph.Din clinical psychology, 
(b)(1) . was experienced from nearly two decades of work in the Department 
(b)(3) NatSecAct)f Defense SERE program and had conducted interrogations of CIA's 

. first high value detainee at a different location.so Jessen explained 
~~lgl CIAAct that he was directe~dJo_go_io r}to conduct an evaluation of 
(b)(3) NatSecActmother detainee,[ I While there, he evaluated 
(b)(6) several other detainees[prepjed interrogation plans, and forwarded 
(b)(7)(c) them to Headquarters. also asked Jessen to evaluate Rahman, 

described as a "hard case:" Jessen said Rahman, got a lot of attention 
and he became the focus of ~d the Station's High Value 
Target cell. 

56. (S//:P.!Jl) Jessen explained tha~ ~sked Jessen to look . 
~~lgl N~ts~~A~;a:tRiilu:rian in addition to the other detainees Jessen was evaluat:mg at · .· 

· According to Jessen,! _jwas responsible for all of the 
(b)(i) · •... · ~detainees that came tq l·When detainees arrived, it was· 
(b)(3) CIAAct responsibility to interrogate them. When asked if Rahman 
(b)(3) NatSecActwas his case, Jessen responded, "Unequivocally, no." When informed 
(b)(6) . tha~ asserted that Rahman was Jessen's case, Jessen averred 
(b)(?)(c) tha~ 1was wrong. 

(b)(6) 
(b)(?)(c) 

30 ~ Jessen became a CIA independent contractor 011 ,zoo2, following his retirement 
.from active duty with the U.S. Air Force. c_· -- ' 

SECRET I 
1
rMOflrntM//MR 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )(3) NatSecAct (b )( 1) 

(b )(3) NatSecAct (b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 57'. (S//P.JF) According tol___ __ Ja second independent 
(b)(6) contractor psychologist/interrogator, (C) James Mitchell, came to~-~ 
(b)(7)(c) to work.with another detainee during November. Mitchell participated 

. in one of les~en's sessions with Rahman.31 Bo.th psychologists left 
I ]on November 2002. . 

~~\g\ CIAAct 58 .. (S//~JF) ~tchell stated that ~e observed] ~terrogate 
(b)(3) NatSecActRahman on one occasion for about 10 minutes; Rahman was 
(b)(6) uncooperative. Mitchell stated Rahman appeared healthy; however, 
(b)(7)(c) he had scratches on his face, bruises on his ankles, and his wrists 

were black and blue. Mitchell requested that the PA examine 
Rahm I hands 32 (b)(1) . 

ans · (b)(3) NatSecAct · 

(b)(1) 59. (S//NF) 
1
described Rahman as a significant figure at 

(b)(3) CIAAct 1 '~diLa-···ha · · (b)(3) NatSecAct 1L___J not ve an opportuni!Y to mterrogate Rahman 
(b)(6) and did not see him when he was alive.Grl ~as informed·that 
(b)(7)(c) Rahman was someone else's case, possibly I 

60. (S//~H') I 
(b )( 1) [ ______ ..... ·---·----··--!advised that she was·in.] iwhen 
(b)(3) CIAAct Rahman was detained ther~.33 She partirpatel in his initial 
(b )(3) NatSecAcinterrogationj 

1

and. traveled to ·after· he-was rendered 
(b)(6) there.341 jsaid she participated in an un(l,etermined number of 
(b )(7)( c) interrogations of Rahman but estimates it was fewer than 10. She 

participated with tmd Jessen on two occasions.· She estimated 
. she participated in five interrogations of Rahman after J~ssen left 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · (b )( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

31 (S//Nl') Qib!e records indicate Mitchell arrived bn[)Jovember 2002. Mitchell 
had a background with the SERE program similar to Jessen's. He became a CIA IC in September 
2001 following retirement from the U.S. Air Force. Like Jessen, Mitchell had been involved in the 
interrogation of the Agency's first high value detainee. · 

((bb))((3
1 )) CIAA 32 (S//l<Jt') According to the. Static~ PA, no one ever requested ihat he 

ct •xamine Rahman, his hands, or any other detainee. (b)(3) NatSecAct -----------------
(b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

___ .20 
SECRET/ 1t*3FORH//lvfR 

. (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(1) (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct __ ~ 

I INovelll.ber 2002. When asked who had the interrogation 
- responsibility for Rahm~ !responded, "no one in 

particular-so I guessL and me." 

fBJ,'M) RAHMAN'S 'TREATMENT DURING DETENTION AND 
INTERROGATION - (b)(1) 

(b)(1) (b)(3) NatSecAct , 
(b)(3) CIAAct - - . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 61. (S//NF)qsaidlie did not specifically recall Rahman's 
(b)(6) . treatment upon arrival a~ Jc=Jstated that Rahman's 
(b)(7)(c) clothes would have been removed early in his detention, and most of 

the time Rahman was naked or would have been wearing only a 
diaper. · 

(b)(1) 62. °{S/ /IoJFt_ -~~said that Rahman was either in his cell or 
(b)(3) CIAAct in a sleep deprivation cell when he was not being interrogated.35 
(b)(3) NatSecAct did not know exactly how much time Rahman spent in the · 
(b )(5) I d · · ll b . d . . b 50 f th : (b)(?)(c) seep ~nvation ce - ut estimate it was a out percent o e 

time. I !contended that no sleep deprivation was conducted on 
Rahman a~rJessen departed [on[_povember] and added there 
would hav_ e been no point in continuinl it thef becaus_e Rahman was 
not .being interrogated.36 According to Rahman arrived at 
,----~·----- ~. . . . . . 

(b)(i) ··· ·. I Jmadiaperand1twasremovedatsomepomt. Hewas · -
(b)(3) NatSecAct'robablyput back in a diaper. when.he.was put in a sleep deprivation 

cell,37 However]_ !said there wol,lld have been no reason to use 
a diaper when Rahman was not in a sleep deprivation cell. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 63. (S//NF} I 

1

characterized Rahman as stoic and very 
(b)(3) NatSecAc,;tubbom, unlike the other·detainees. He was the most stubborn 
i~l~~l(c) · individuai th~y detained at the facility.38 Although most of the other 

detainees were "compliant" almost immediately, Rahman wa8 h::irri-
. . - (b)(1) 

. _ (b)(3) NatSecAct 
35 \S//Hf) As mentioned earlier, four of the 20 cells at! lvere constructed with an iron 
bar across the top of the cell and secured to two walls. These cells could be used to force the 
detainee to stand during sleep deprivation sessions. -

· 36 \S//~IP) Despite'----_fOntention, ecalled. that Rahman 
(b )( 1) was in a sleep deprivation cell oni]Novembe'. 2002 when she checked on the detainees. 
( b) ( 3) Nat S ecActl7 f:S111'Jr) During the OIG visit to'-----------_JoiCJan<C:Jviay 2003, two detainees were 

undergoing standing sleep deprivation in these cell$. Both were naked. 

38 (stJ'NF) At the time of Rahman's death (b )( 1 )een in operation for 69 days. 
· (b)(3) NatSecAct 

~-21 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

core Pashtun. He had been a combatant all his life and had been 
(b)(1) wounded many ti.mes. Rahman did not complain and simply said, 
(b)(3) CIAAct "Thanks t G d all. ll" Wh . d d that. his "d t d. (b)(3) NatSecAct o o , 1S we . enrerrun e m VI eo.r-a=p~e~--
(b)(6) 19 December 2002 interview with the DO Investigative Team,~I ---~ 
(b)(7)(c) stated that Rahman complained incessantly) lsaid he just 

I .. recalled Rahman being stoic. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · 

64. "(3-/ J I According to cables reporting Rahman' s 
interrogatioris, he didl compl;Un about conditions. After the first two 

(b)(1) days of interrogation, reported that Rahman "complained 
b )(3) NatSecAct>out poor treatment, coinplained about the violation of his human 

tjghts, and claimed inability to think due to conditions (cold)." The 
subsequent cable reporting Rahman's interrogation sessions 
described Jessen's impression that Rahman "continues to use 'health 
and welfare' behaviors and complaints as a major part of his 
resistance posture." 

(b)(1) 65. (S//NF) The DO Investigative Tear,n interviewedD 
(b )(3) N atS ec~ct I guard commander four days after Rahman' s death. 

· · According to the-guard commander, Rahman wore pants for : '· .... ·,• ... ~ . .,... ... 

appr~xi.rrU\tely .his first.~ee ~ays atl (~~1)1 then spent the 
· remamder·ofhis detention without pants. · (b)(3) NatSecAct 

66. (S//WF) Jessen said that Rahman's diaper and clothes 
would have been removed at the interrogators' direction: The guards 
would not have removed them witl::wut direction. According to 
Jessen, Rahman was without his clothes more than he was with them. 
The intetroFators gave Rahman some clothing after he admitted his 
identity on(bJ1overnber 2002. 
· (b)(3) NatSecAct 

67. (S//NF) The linguist, explained that it was difficult 
(b)(1) f himt .b. h ft h . t d' Rahman'. t . (b)(3) NatSecAc?r .Q_remem er oy.r o en e assis e m s m errogation 
I at[ ]but estimated it was approximately five to seven times.39 

(b )( 1) He assisted! lin the interrogation of two detainees, including 
(b )(3) C IAAct · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct---~~----- -----·---··-······ 
(b )(6) 

(b(7)(c) . 

80CRET /LJQFORN//~'1R 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Rahman. r !stated that during the entire time he saw Rahm~ at 
(b)(1 l . I =:]Rahman was either wearing a diaper or was naked below 
(b)(3) Na\§.~cf:~st. said that he could not be precise about when 

Rahman wore a diaper as opposed to being naked, but his condition 
seemed to alternate from one to the other. Tuel ~hirt that 
Rahman wore was not sufficient to cover his genital area. Rahman 

(b)(1) was particularly concerned with being naked in front ofL __ _ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 1the guards. Every time Rahman came to the ·-~ 

interrogation room, he askec.l_ to_ be covered. I !did not observe a 
supply of diapers at theC _______________ !but it was evident to . 

(b)(1) him that Rahman had received a replacement di<').per at som(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct juncture. (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) . 68. ffu:LtW.) According tol ]prior to the first interrogation 
(b)(?)(c) . session) 'stated that Rahman wa.s a "reallyp~d gity."C lvas 

present when Rahman was rendered tq ~d was 
· present when Rahman was first interrogated a~ I That was 

(b)(1) either the night Rahman was rendered toc:=----1r the succeeding 
(b)(3) NatSecActday. The first interrogation session inclu~1~ Jessen, and 

.. "' .. ·· · · · possibly The only other person, remembered being · · ---- · 
(b )( 1) · present during one of Rahman's interrogations was Mitchell. The 
(b )(3) C IAAct. -:-'-:ifiterrogation sessions with Rahman were normally brief bec·au8e of · · ~ ·: "~' .· 
(b)(3) NatSecActhi.. illin" t t Th tl d 15 · (b )(6) · · . · s unw gness o coopera e. ey were mos y aroun nunutes 
(b)(7)(c) in duration; the longest was one or two hours. 

69. (S//NF) Jessen estimated that he interrogated Rahman two 
to four times.40 He employed an "insult slap" with Rahman once but 
determined it was only a minor irritant to Rahman and worthless as a 
continuing technique. Jessen occasionally observed · 

(b)(1) encounters with Ra,hman and said he was the hardest case in 
(b)(3) CIAAct · · th J h d b d· h. ahman (b)(3) NatSecAcraptiv1ty at essen a ever o serve . Even w en R was 
(b )(6) · depleted psychologically, he would routinely respond that he was 
(b )(7)( c) 

40 ~ A cable reported that Jessen was invoived in six interrogation sessions with 
Rahman. 

23 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

"fine" when asked about his condition. The only concession Rahman 
made was to admit his identity when it was clearly established and 

I iriefutable.(b?(3) NatSecAct · . 

(b)(1) 70. (f!;~_· _=:Jlessen prepared the interrogation plan for Rahman 
(b)(3) NatSecActefore departingj -imd noted that there was no quick fix to get him 
I to cooperate. It would take a long time and it was necessary to keep up 

the pressure on Rahman and to provide medical assessments. Jessen 
did not foresee that the interrogation plan on Rahman would be. 
implemented for some time, at least not until the Station was 
augmented by graduates of the interrogation classes.41 Jessen wrote in 

(b)(1) a cable datedC}Jovember 2002 as a part of the Interrogation Plan 
(b)(3) NatSecAc!lecommendation: 

. It will be important to manage the [proposed interrogation] 
deprivations so as to allow [Rahman] adequate rest and 
nourishment so he remains .coherent and capable of providing 
accurate information: The station physician should collaborate 
with the interr.ogation team to achieve this optimum balance.42 It is 
reasonable to expect two weeks or more of this regimen before · 

J significant movement occurs. . . . , .... 
(b)(1) . . . 
(b)(3) CIAAct 71. (S//NP) I !described Rahman as ''.incredibly 
(b )(3) NatSecAc\;talwart," and said he would not talk. did not remember 
(b )(6) . . 
(b)(?)(c) what clothes Rahman was wearing. added that Rahman 

; wotild have been riaked during the interrogation sessions. She said 
she is not certain, but believed that !(b)(1 )~received clothes, a top 
and bottom, after Jessen. departed[ (b)(3) N~tSecAct . 

. 72. (Sj_@>~~--,stated that he is not certain how many 
detainees ati ( b )( 1 ) pave been naked (tR1)- the waist down. It . 

-(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 
~~~~~~~~~ 

(b )(3) _NatSecAclording to a Headquarters c.ible sent ovember 2002, the first 
interrogation course was scheduled to run from! ovember 2002, with 10 students . 

(b )( 1) · scheduled to attend that session. ~ponded on November 2002, with concurrence for a 
(b )(3) NatSecActDY interrogation team to travel tol__Jollowing completion of the course. Later, the senior 

111terrogator in ere wrote an e-mail regarding the request and noted in part, " ... At leas.I one of 
the guys they have in mind iS Gui Rahman, who is an Afghan, and I do not think he is truly a 
[High Value Target] or [a Medium Value Target.] How do you think we should proceed on this?" 

42 (S/;'l~ There was no Station physician, only Physicians' Assistants. 

24 
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(b)(1 ), (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(~)(~) NatSecAct depends upon how they are acting; "It may be needed to break them." 
~bl~?l(c) It was used in Rahman's case to break him down to be more 

comf1liant. He was defiant and strong and made threats,_ according 
to[ ==1 (b)(3) NatSecAct · · 

(b)(1) 73. ts/,IL~man's Medical Care.: According to the 
(b)(3) NatSecAct November2002[__Jcable that reported the chronoi~ of events 

· connected with Rahman' s death, Rahman was brought ta on 
((~))((~)) N 

8 
Al JNovember and given a physical.examination. However, despite this 

at ec c~fficial re12orting, the PA who accompanied Rahman I 
. J stated that neither he nor any other 

(b)(1) PA conducted physical examinations atl on Rahman or other 
(b)(3) NatSecAct detainees who were rendered there during that period. The brief 

check the PA performed on rendition detainees u could not 
(b)(1) . be considered a physical examination because, in part, it did not 
(b )(3) NatSecActinvolve questioning the detainees about their health history and 

current cond(b)(3) N.atSecAct · 

. 74. -(Sil I Oraj 1iJ\!~yember ~002,L_ !station reported ~~\_g\ Nats. ecAc_ 1 
· '" · by cable tha 

- ------- ~------,-m-e-cdicc-. c_s_m_a_d~e~----,-v-is_i_ts_t_o~ 

(b )( 1) ·· --· al· · t th ,d·eta·m·· ·ee··s·,4J (b)(3) NatSe~Act~.e_v_u_a_e __ e~, ---~·-----~-----------___, 

"appro:Ximately a fourth of the prisoners have one or more significant 
pre-existing medical problems upon (b)( 1 ),,1" · 

(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct · 

75. rpj [__ _ J The I ]November i2002_cable reported that 
during two monffily assistance visits to' by the medics, all 

(b )( 1) detainees were taken from their cells to a room and given a private 
(b)(3) NatSecA2!1edical evaluation where they were interviewed by an Office of 

Medical Services (OMS) officer and a urine specimen was taken to 
determine the specific nutrition and hydration levels. It reported that 

(b)(1) . the last routine visit wasqNovember 2002 and the urine testing 
(b)(3) NatSecActdetermined all of the~ .--

1
l:letainees were receiving sufficient 

. . . nourishment and hy ration. The cp.ble further reported that all the . 

43 -l£/;'MI')" Whe.f (b )( 1 ltation used the term "medic" it ~eant Physiclans' Assistants. 
L(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~-25 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

detainees were cooperative with the medical personnel regarding 
(b )( 1) their health and welfare except for Rahman, who simply stated, 
(b)(3) CIAAct "Thanks to God, all is well."44 · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) ~-~7-'--6~. (S//NF) PA advised that he visited 

~--~shortly after hisl}Jovember 2002 arriviill I The . 
facility had opened since his prior assignment! I He 

(b)(1) consulted with OMS by telephone and_received guidance to treat the 
(b)(3) NatSecAc.!letainees a~ lif they are ill. ]then examined the 

detainees, heard their health concerns, and tested their urine to 
(b)(1) _, . ifth h. d uffi. . . . hm t' "dh did 
(b)(3) NatSecAci"'etemune ey a s . aentn~~ en. L____JlaJ. e not 

perform any arnval medical examination on Rahman or arty other 
(b)( 1) newly arrived detainee atl _Jui.d was unaware of detainee 
(b)(3) NatSecActrivals and departures from the facility. was confident he 

would remember if he had examined Rahman.45 

-;- (b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

78. (S//1'.W) According to~ an interview with the 
OIG, on a subsequent date, possiwycNovember 2002, he checked 

(b)( 1) on the detainees and observed Rahman for the first time.~-~ 
(b)(3) CIAAct reported that Rahman was wearing a blue sweatshirt and blue 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) --------

(b )(7)( c) 44 (e) =-----~tated that he provided[=:J~th some of the information· that . 
appeared in this cable. . 

45 ~ As reported previously, Rahman arrived there orCJNovember 2002.I ~tated that 
he did not Jlrepare treatment notes or medical records while! (b )( 1 ) __ ~I __ _ 

(b )( 1) (b )(3) NatSecAct I · 
(b)(3) CIAAct . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

~-26j 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

sweatpants, and possibly socks, and was standing in his cell with his 
arm chained to a pin on the wall. believed Rahman had 

(b )(1) abrasions. on his wrists, similar to the other detainees. stated 
(b)(3) CIAAct ~ h 'd kn h l k (b)(3) NatSecActhat e d1 not ow w at anguage Rahman spo e, but Rahman 
(b)(6) · mdicated that he was okay and did not make any complaints. 
(b)(7)(c) Con5equently, according td he did not.examine Rahman nor 

test his urine and did not know if there were any abrasions beneath 
his clothes.47L __ jdid .not know of any medical contact With 
_Rahman by the other two medical care providers at the Station.48 · 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 79. (S//l'H') ecollection that Rahman was wearing 
(b)(3) NatSecActswea:tJ:>ants is at odds with others who spent considerable time at 
~~l~~l( ) I !during that period. No other interviewee mentioned that 

c Rahman was wearing pants after his first couple of days. The guard 
commander said that Rahman's pants were removed after 
approxim~tely three days and he was without pants. The deputy 
guard commander said that Rahman was naked most of the time. 

(b)(1) 1~·-
(b)(3) NatSecAct . ithe interpr:ter, rec~ed ti:at ~an _was naked b~low the 

· waist or wore a diaper dunng his entire penod of detention. 
~-~ 

·· · ···· ·-- · ..... ,.. -· s'aidlhat Rahman's clothes were removed early i'(b),.:i(i li) e was.naked or· 
. . ,lb)(3) NatSecAct tim' ·· wore a m~y':• ... ~~- ~· -.<e e. · (b)(3) NatSecAct 

,-, ·.:•~'1. ·:·-::1::;_"',•:-~!-''!°···, , •·• • ·:• :~·I\:•• .. ~·!,"\.~~.:~··, 

(b)(i) 80:-(31 Reports of Rahman's Interrogation.~~~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct first cable report of ~an'sinterrogation was issued three days 

. after his rendition to __ I It reported that md Jessen had 
(b)(i) interrogated Rahmari over a 48-hour period and noted that the 
(b)(3) CIAAct psychological and physiological pressures available for use were 
(b)(3) NatSecActLin.likely to make Rahman divulge significant information. The cable 
(b )(6) . 
(b)(7)(c) 

! 'I 

--------(b)(1)------------~ 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

reported they did not have any interaction.with 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(1) . . . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct'ted that, although the other detainees who had been brought to 

I dropped their resistance within 48 hours, Rahman 
remained relatively unchanged. It added, 

Despite 48 hours of sleep deprivation, auditory overload; total 
darkness, isolation, a cq).d shower, and rough treatment, Rahman. 
remains steadfast in maintaining his high resistance posture and 

demeanor. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 81 1.o; 1----i·A. d d. '. bl fr (b)(3) NatSecAct · \""'_J!____) _§_econ , post-ren 1tion ca e was sent om 
i Jt{_ __ jm{jNovember2002. It reported that Rahman 

appeared to be physically fatigued but defiant during interrogations. 
(b)(1) · Tt sought material to employ as psychological 2ressure and requested 
(b)(3) NatSecAs_\al IQrepare ~yi_de_()tape ofl 

i 

(b)(1) I (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) CIAActL ______ ··----- -~-===c 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 82 . .{S/ ~I lsent a third post-rendition cable on 

/~\/~\(c) . J. ' ovember(002, "Subject: Gul Rahman Admits His Identity.'' It 
, reECl_l"i;e.~ tha~ ~----- J Jessen, andj µi~errol?.ated Rahman 

· o~ .Novem er 2002, and that Rahman had. spent the days since his 
lastiilterrog~tiqn session in cold conditions ~th r:nininJ.al food and 
sleep.so It further reported that Rahman was confused for portions of 
the interviews due to fatigue and dehydration.st The cable reported 
that Rahman provided his true identity and biographical information 

(b )( 1) but provided fictitious and rehearsed res]'.)onse~ about his 
(b)(3) NatSecActelationship with __ =:] [ peported that 

Rahman was afford~d improved conditions and would be 
reinterviewed ori !November 2002. 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

49 (S//Ni'j There is no indication thaL_ __ _JTiet.this request. 
50 $~ I \,stimated that she participated in seven to 10 interrogation sessions with 

( b) ( 1 ) Rahman aC I Hnw•v•r. this was the only occasion when her presence is documented in 
(b)(3) NatSecActca,ble. (b)(3) NatSecAct -

. . -51 $/al l As.previously reported, th{_J-Jovember zoozllcable reported the s·tation's 
medic support to detainees. The cable citea'. that, during the [}oCNovember 2002 medical . 

. · assis.tance visit tol (b )(1) jitwas determined that all detainees were receiving sufficient - . 
. hydration. -(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
"o 

~/J \«3FORN//!vfR I 
. I 

----------(b)(3) NatSecAct _______________ _ 
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(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct ~ Q 11..i · . 
83; ('$"/A I sent a fourth cable on LJ1~ovember 2002. 

That cable was prepare l>y Jessen and reported a mental status 
examination and a recommended interrogation plan for Rahman.52 It 
reported that Rahman had demonstrated a rigid and intractable 
resistance posture and would not be affected by continuing 
interrogations. The cable recommended continuing environmental 
deprivations and instituting a concentrated interrogation regimen of 
18 out of 24 hours. It also recommended that the Station[ ~~l~~l( ) 
collaborate with the interrogation team to achieve the optimum c 
balance and noted it was reasonable to expecftwo or more weeks of 
the regimen before seeing any progress. Finally, it recommended 
using the newly trained interrogators from Headquarters' recent 

(b)(1) training cl~s. (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct J~ · · 

84. (S/ 1: _Lan _the reported day of Rahman's death, 
I JNovember 2002L ]sent a cable to the DDO, I ~ Gul 

Rahman: Chronology orEvents." It reported that Rahrilari appeared 
calm and controlled to hls interroga,tors but had reportedly 

(b)(1) threaterrnd viously, vowing tui<:ifrth"'em~aJl<ll-o~r~------
(b)(3) NatSecAct . th. kill d f 11 · ,_,_ 1 53 This · d th · .. · --. · nave· em . e o owmg wi; re ease. was cite as . e reason 

that RaJ.:unan was constantly restrained with hand and ankle 
(b )( 1) · · restraints in his cell.54 It also repottetl that ast saw · 
(b)(3) NatSecAc_t~ahman on the afternoon of0November 2002, and that Rahman 

was found de~d on the morning ofC!November 2002. The Station 
concluqed it was not possible to determine the cause of Rahman's 
death without an autopsy. The cable did not include the information 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

52 ~,=::::::J The mental status exam was requested by CTC/UBL oGovember 2002. 
CTC/UBL noted "[Headquarters) UBL is motivated tq extract any and all operational information 
on Al-Qa'ida and [HIG) from Rahman ... [and) achieving Rahman's cooperation [is) of great 
importance. We would like to work quickly to create circumstances in which he will cooperate.'' 

. 53 lSffNr) Jessen reQortedly heard fromll beforeONovember 2002 that Rahman sensed 
the guards werei ~d threatened t61rnnhem1 but Jessen said he never witnessed the 

(b)(3) NatSecActguardsmistreatRahman. · . ! · · 

54 (SJ~ J Despite the assertion that Rahman was constantly restrained with hand and ankle 
( b )( 1 ) ri?St:raints in !Us cell, the same cable reported that Rahman's hand restraints were removed on 
(b )(3) NatSecAOovember 2002: · 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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that Rahman was naked below the waist or that a series of chains and 
(b)(1) . :~strain:' (the short chain position). was used onR~ that forced 
(b)(3) NatSecActum to sit bare-bottomed on the concrete floor of his cell.SS 

. 85. (S//NF) Cold Conditions. ] 
(b )( 1) stated that on 0November 2002)~-~~w_as_o-ccu-p-ie_d_wi_· th_o_th_e_r_~ 
(b)(3) CIAAct duties and asked her to check on each detainee because it was getting 
~~~~~~ NatSecAc~old, I Went froi:n cell to cell and gave apples to detainees. 
(bl(7)(c) Also, sfie gave a few of them blankets and, if they did not have socks, 

; . she provided socks to them. 

86. (S//NFt 
1
llid not provide aJ:>lanket, socks, or an 

apple to Rahman. She returned his apple toCJand stated she did 
(b)(1) not know whatCJdid with the apple but doubted he would have 
(b)(3) CIAAct · 'tt Rahmanb- h Ii t 'd h (b)(3) NatSecActgiven 1 o . . ecause e was noncomp an: sai s e 
(b)(G) . saw all of the detainees, except Rahman. He was m one of the sleep 
(b)(7)(c) deprivation cells when she provided apples to the detainees.56 The 

other detainees she observed all wore sweatshirts and sweatpants 
and most had sockS;.none of the detainees was without clothes. 
Some wore wool knit sweaters on top of the sweatshirts, . 

(b)(1) · 87. ($//NF) I Jstated 
(b)(3) CIAAct •hat it was very coldin[ lwhenhewas there ona brief TDY 
(b)(3) NatSecAct d th . f h th · d his · d h Rahm· (b)(G) an e ISsue o ypo errrua crosse mm as e saw an 
(b)(7)(c) wearing only socks and a diaper.57 He commented on the cold and 

(b)(1) 

hypothermia to the other Headquarters officer tr;veling with him, 
but not toL __ _J jexplained that he was a (b)(1 )~only to 

. (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )(3) CIAAct · S5 (SI \This cable w.;_. the basis for the information provided.in the 29 November 2002 
( b) (3) NatSecAct:ongre5sional Notificatior-9n Rahn1.an's death. It was not until a second Con!7essional · 
(b )(6) Notification was made otj_May 2003, Uu'e<! months after the DO Investigative Team's report was 
( b) ( 7) ( c) issued, that CIA informed Congress that Rahman was naked below the waist and shackled in the 

short chain position that prevented Rahman from standing upright. . 

56 {l;/j'Nfl This accojt placj Rahman in a sle<!p deprivation cell onONovember 2002, ~d 
appears to conflict with account that Rahman's sle<!p deprivation was discontinued on 

(b)(1) l~November2002, whenJessendepartedl · · .. 

(b )(3) NatSecAct• (5//Nf'Jc-lbelieved he visitedf !a few days after Ralunan's. arrival there, 
( b) ('1)roJdm~teJY[JNQvember 2002. L____}llso witnessed the hard takedown of Rahman while at • 

(b)(3) CIAAct . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

i 

I 

I. 

I 

I 
I 

(b)(6) ~_,3_0 
_(b )(7)( c)--~--~S_E<rC_'R1RE_ R'f_T_/LI __ >-IN"_O .... _r'":._0~KN':_~7':_7"'"MR_ m-----7---------

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b){1) observe and assumed that the officers there would realize it was cold 
~~lgl ~~~Z~Act and would not leave a prison~r unclothed for a long period. 
(b)(6) [ ___ jhad observed blankets mother cells and assumed Rahman· 
(b)(7)(c) would get a blanket soon. recognized that someone could not 

be left naked for long without unwanted complications. 

88. (S//~JP) c=]recalled that both Rahman and another 
--~ detainee complained about beino- cold. did not approach! 

(b)(1) about the cold conditions atL=:::Jand was not aware of anyone 
(b)(3) CIAAct else doing so. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b){7)(c) 

(b )( 1 

89. (8//HP) Jessen remembered it was cold ml prior 
to his departure1 on[]November 2002. There were some 
electrical heaters in the cellblock area but none in the individual cells. 
Jessen remembered receiving a heater fromL(b)(1) 
because the room was cold.SS (b)(3) CIAAct 

. (b )(3 NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

31 
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(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 

:5'ECRET ~ VP-./OfOR-/i!//MR 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

90. ~//N'¥) Within the--~avs of arriving in 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(7)(c) 
Dt;-Jovember, a contractt:;'1in5 ist,j lw~as-as-s-ign_e_d~ 
byi_. __ Jor his assistant to erform a daily check of the 
detainees in their cells at 9 It was during that period that 

(b)(1) the temperature dropp'ed precipitously; checks were normally 
(b)(3) NatSecAct:onducted in the morning, and also in the evening if the weather was 

cokler.~ey had observed the detainees shivering around the period 
of L_JNovember. Some detainees with blankets were shivering. 

~~lgl NatSecA~ose without blankets were those who were not cooperating. 

91. ($//NF) EJremembered that sometime around 
~~lgl N tS Alt !November 2002, mentioned the temperature was 
I a ec cdropping, it was getting cold, and they should try to keep the 
(b)(1) detainees warmer. It wasa g_eneral statement made to a group 
(b)(3) CIAAct includingl lanl 11 c~~_}vas also present during a 
(b)(3) NatSecAcldiscussion between and! ]about supplying warmer 
~~l~~l(c) clothes. They were concerned that the provision of blankets to all of 

I 
the detainees at that time could send the wrong signal; they tried to 
use desired items like blankets as something to earn by cooperation. 

92. (S//NF) A contract Jin~ist, 
(b)(1) [ stated that he askedC =1a few days before 

~~lgl ~~~z;Act Ranman aiea (prooably lniNjovember) at what temperature 
(b)(6 ) hypothermia occurred.60 reportedly responded that he 
(b)(7)(c) believed it occurred when the atmospheric tem~rature dropped to 

I 
58 degrees Fahrenheit.61 According tol _J did not 
respond in a manner indicating he was going to do something about 
it; he just said "okay." 'was certain, however, that[ j 
had heard him. explained that he did not raise the issue of 

(b)(i) the cold withL-m !because of anything he s(b)(i ), """r<i about 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . · (b)(3) CIAAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 

---;:=====---------(b)(7)(c) ______ _ 
59 ~S//.'IF)i 
60 (56'Hf;J (b )( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

61 (S//r<f) During an interview with the DO Investigative Team on[]'lovember 2002, 
j ~ted thatC did not know at what temperature one would reach hypothermia. 

i p2 
SECRE~ '/NOfOR·N'//MR 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) CIAAct th · b d h b d 'th (b)(3) NatSecActRahman. ~a er, it was ase. on"'! at o. serve wi two 
(b)(G) other detarnees he was working with, as well as the fact that he was 
(b)(7)(c) cold even when wearing a jacket. 

93. (-8//NF) told OIG that, based on his knowledge 
. of thermodynamics and conductivity, if a person's body temperature, 

(b)(1) drops to 95 degrees Fahrenheit, the brain would be impacted. At 90 
(b)(3) CIAAct <:fegi-ees Fahrenheit the person will die. However, if the room 
(b)(3) NatSecActtemperature is 70 degrees Fahrenheit or above and a person is sitting 
~~l~~l(c) naked on the floor, the person will be all right. If the room· 

temperature is 30 ~egre~s Fahrejeit, a person co~d sit on the floor 
. and be unaffected if he is clothed: jexplamed that he was 

aware that a.concrete floor would suck the heat out of someone who 
was sitting on the floor without pants. From his knowledge of 
thermodynamics opined that Rahman had only a 30 · 

(b )( 1) percent chance of surviving the night while sitting on the cold floor 
(b)(3) CIAAct of his cell without pants. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . · 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 94. $//~ Five days after llahman's death, the DO 

Investigative Team interviewed I ]Tue one and one-half page . 
report that resulted from that interview contained the following: 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

th 'taft his fir d .. t r--(b)(1)---i 
~--~~~~ a er storsecon VIS1t OL(b)(3) NatSecAct 
he mentioned the temge,rature at the facility toj I 

i. != =1old them that it was cold in the 
-raality, llie prisoners were shivering, and it was not cold outside 
yet. 

95. (.sfiNF) During an OIG interview, less than four months 

1)_<1._t~r,_~_!ten asked if he had conceins regarding~e temperature at 
(b)(1) lat the. time of Rahman's death,L__Jresponded, "not . 
(b)(3) NatSecActreally." When asked if he had a conversation with anyone about the 

I tempe~ature at--·- _____ :LJ!tha--t- res onded that he believed he told 
-· _ _ _ had mentioned to someone 

that it was cold. j ladded-~th~a-t~h~e did not remember the identity 

(b)(1) of the person with whom he discussed the issue of the cold. 
(b)(3) CIAAct temperature; "it could have b.een anyone." When asked .what 
(b)(3) NatSecAcl>rompted his comment about the cold stated that it was 
(b)(6) • .. 
(b)(7)(c) • 

33 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) startinl tQJ<_eJ]cold. "I walked by and must have said it was getting .. 
(b)(3) CJAAct rold.' said he had forgotten the commentj it was not made in 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 1-- I • d d him (b)(S) a formal context. However,L__ ·enun e 
(b)(?)(c) of his comment. When asked if this comment could have been made 

to who had the responsibility for I (b)(1) 
,, responded, "It could have been [made to] anyone."6Z (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 96. (S//NF) To assist in remembering the identity of 
(b)(3) NatSecAc.the person with whom he spoke about the cold condition in . 

[ I !read the interview report prepared by: the DO 
. Investigative TeamL __ -:}uter the death of Rahman.I jthen 

~~~g~ CIAAct ~bserved: "I ~ess it could be . he wo~d ~ve been the most 
(b)(3) NatSecActikely officer. When asked to quantify that likelihood as a 
(b)(6) percentage rresponded it was 50 percent. denied he 
(b)(?)(c) told the two members of the DO Investigative Team.that the 

detainees were shivering. When asked if cold was used as a 
technique aC I =responded, "Not that I know." He 

(b)(1) explained that he was more fo~ed on the use of loud music there. 
(b.)(3) NatSecAct 
i 91. ES//NF) ecalled that, at the 

(b )(1) time of Rahman's death) lamented.that he previously raised 
(b)(3) NatSecAclhe issue.of the cold with someone at! .I I 

I stated tha~ ppecifically said, "I told those peoJ'.)le that they had 
. to do something about the cold there."! ]said it was . 

(b)(1) clear from the context thatC .. _ Jwas not referring to i 
(b)(3) CIAAct ...Jsome low-level pen;;on, but did not identify whom 
(b)(3) NatSecActile was aescribing 
(b )(6) • 
(b (7)(c) 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CJAAct 

98. (S//~JF) 1-l stated that he has ).10 recollection of having 
a conversation withl-"1:-egardiri.g the cold weather. However, . 

1-'ldid recan; !mentioning that he thought Rahman's death 
was induced by the cold. · 

(b)(3) NatSecAcf 
(b)(6) '---,------
(b)(?)(c) 

62 (e) Additionally, the notes prepared by the OGC attorney during "1terview with the 
DP Investigative Team read, 'The first and ~ond timej f'entioned temperature to 
them; me~ other$ unknown.~ . . 

__ .34 
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(b)(1) . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 99. (S//NF) According tdL no one brought to his 
(b )(6) attention or to the front office any concerns about tl:).e cold. 
(b)(7)(c) said it was not aJ?parent in talking with that there w~as_a_~ 

problem with cold at =1 
·. (b)(3) NatSecAct . · 

100 . .(Sil IIn Decemlier 2002, less than one. month after 
(b)(1) Rahman' h th .. d dd - - I I 'dth f 11 . (b)(3) NatSecAct s ypo ernua-m uce . ec(b)(1) reporte e o owmg 

(b )( 1) 

regarding another detame(b)(3) NatSecAct 

[The detainee] was submitted [sic] to sensory deprivation, cold, and 
sleep deprivation within the parameters of [a referenced cable} ... 
When moved to the interrogation room for interrogation sessions 
[the detainee] was stripped and had to earn his clothing with 
cooperation and information. When he demonstrated resistance, 
[the detainee] was left in a cold room, shackled and stripped, until 
he demonstrated cooperation. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct · 
101. (S//:N'F) Cold Showers. who was 

present a~ ln1November 2002, reported that she witnessed 
"the shower froll1~hell" used on Rahman during his first week in 

· · aetention.63 C_]asked Rafu:riirdus identity; and when he did not · · 
(b)(1) respond with his true name, Rahman was placed back under the cold· 
(b)(3) CIAAct"· water by the guards at direction. Rahman was so cold that ~· · 
(b)(3) NatSecAs.,tte could barely utter his alias. According to the enfue 
~~l~~l(c) process lasted no more than 20 minutes. It was intended to lower 

Rahman's resistance and was not for hygienic reasons. At the 
conclusion of the shower, Rahman was moved to one of the four 
sleep deprivation cells· where he was left shivering for hours or 
overnight with his hand chained over his head.(b)(1) 

(b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

102 .. (5//NF) Jessen, who wa5 present a~ Jat the same 
. time, recalled the guards administering a cold shower to Rahman as a 
"deprivation technique." Jessen subsequently checked on Rahman 
after he had been rehirned to his cell: Jessen detected that Rahman 
was showing the early stages of hypothermia and ordered the guards 
to give the detainee a blanke(b)(1) iwho interpreted for Rahman, 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct--------------------
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

~3~ 
gE(:RE'f ANOFORH//MR 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) also witnessed brder a cold shower foi: Rahman; Rahman was 
(b)(3) CIAAct b · · · th · dJ· =1 t t d · ·d t th t (b)(3) NatSecAct eing uncooperative at e ~e, an · . s a~ ~twas evi en a 
(b)(6) the cold shower was not being ordered for hygteruc reasons. 
(b) 7)(c) 

1.03. W~JP) A Bureau of Prisons officer, conducting training 
for the:-- !guards ·at '1¥'itnessed a tall detainee wearing 
a blindfold and a diaper.fastened by duct tape arrive at an unheated 

(b )( 1) and cold area ":here the shower w_as located.64 The diaper was 
(b)(3) NatSecActremoved and discarded. The detainee was placed under the stream 

cif the shower for approximately five minutes and he was shivering. 
Because of the detainee's height,. a guard wearing rubber gloves stood 
on a stool to ensure the detainee was covered head to foot with the 

(b )( 1) water spray. There was soap in a bucket, but it was not used. The 
(b )(3) NatSecA-;;'iOP officer was informed that a contractor was coming to~-~~ 

that day to repair the water heater. There was no towel present; the 
detainee was· dried. with his shirt and then escorted back to the cell 
wearing a new diaper and his wet shirt. fu the cell, the· guards 
restrained the detainee's hands to a bar at the approximate height of 
his head. It occurred to the BOP officer that the cold shower might 

(b)(1) have been intended as a deprivation or interrogation technique.65 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

104. (S//NF) Based on the length of time Rahman was at 
(b )( 1) ~--~r· I estimated that Rahman would have received 
(b)(3) CIAAct two showers. I- - !witnessed only one shower and it was a 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · . . · 
(b )(6) cold shower. Rahman did not like the shower, but the guards 
(b)(7)(c) were able to get him clean. .was not certain if the BOP 

officers witnessed the showers. 

105. (5//l<Jfl' Several of the officers Interviewed about the 
possible use of cold showers as a technique cited that the water 

(b )( 1) heater was· inoperable and there was ~6 other r~ourse .except for 
(b)(3) CIAAct cold showers. However,[ 1explamed that if a detainee were 
(b )(3) NatSecActooperative, he would be given a warm shower if possible. LJ 
(b)(6) . (b)(1) . . 
(b)(7)(c) (b)(3) NatSecAct 

L.65 (;8//Ufl) --'BOP officer provided a similar account of the cold shower. He did 11ot 
believe it was employed as an interrogation technique because the water heater was broken at the 
titne. · 

36 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

stated that when a detainee was ilncooperative, the interrogators 
accomplished two goals by combining the hygienic reason for a 
shower with the unpleasantness ofa cold shower. 

(b)(1) 106. (S//N:P) According to cold was not supposed 
(b)(3) CIAAct to play a role in the interrogation. Cold was not a technique; it was a 
(b)(3) NatSecAct::hange of season. When asked in February 2003, if cold was used as 
(b)(S) . . t ti. t chni I . d d " t " H (b)(?)( ) an m erroga on e que, respon e , .no per se. e 

c explained that physical and environmental discomfort was used to 
encourage the detainees to improve their environment.~-
observed that cold is hard to define. He asked rhetoncally, "How 
cold is cold? How cold is life threatei:ling?"I ]stated that 

(b )( 1) Rahman was not given cold water. He stated that c0ld water 
(b)(3) NatSecAdontinues to be employed atl ~owever, showers were 

administered in a heated room. He stated there was no specific 
, guidance on it from Headquarters, andl f,vas left to its own · 

(b)( 1) discretion in the use of cold.[ !asserted that there was a cable 
(b)(3) NatSecAct documenting the use of "manipulation·of the 

~nvironmenf.'-'66~------- ---------------
( b) ( 1) . 

(b)(3) CIAAct 107. (5//NF) Hard Takedown. During the course·of 
~~l~~l NatSecActRahman's autopsy, the A:genfypathologist noted several abrasions 
(b)(?)(c) on the body.67 Jessen, who was present during the first 10 days of 

E?lrmiUl'~.foilfin~ment, reported that, while in the company of-· --~ 
[ ~essen witnessed a.team of four or five 
[ officers execute a "hard takedown'.' on Rahman.68 

~~lgl CIAAct A.CcOrC!illg tOJe~sen, ~e team ru:agged Rahman from his cell, cut his 
(b)(3) NatSecAct clothes off; secured his hands with Mylar tape and put a hood over 

his head. They ran Rahman up and down the long corridor adjacent 
to his cell. A couple of times he stumbled and was momentarily 
dragged along the ground until they were able to get Rahman back. 

(b)(1l 1 (b)(3) CIAAct I 
(b )(3) NatSecAcli)7 ~//NF} The Final Autopsy Findings noted "superficial excoriations of the right and left 
( b) ( 6) uooer shoulders, left lower. abdomen, and left knee, mechanism undetermined." 
(b)(7)(c) (b )( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

3ECRE-TJZNOFORH//MR 
---------(b)(3) NatSecAct-
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

on his feet. Rahman was slapped and punched in the stomach 
during this episode, but Jessen could determine that the officers were 
pulling their punches to limit the pain. Jessen said the takedown was 
rehearsed and professionally executed. The process took between 
three to five minutes, and Rahman was returned to his cell. Rahman 

-- had crusty contusions on his face, leg, and hands that looked bad, but 
nothing that required treatment. Jessen heard that other hard · 

(b)(1) takedowns were also execute.d at f9 Three other officers 
(b)(3) NatSecAcJv-ho were present at the same time provided similar accounts of .the 

incident. 

108. (S//NF) Jessen saw a value in the hard takedown in 
order to make Rahman uncomfortable and experience a lack of 
control. Jessen recognized, however, that the technique was not 

(b )(1) approved and recommended td 1 that he obtain written 
(b)(3) CIAAct . al f l . th t "1-.-' (b)(3) NatSecA~iPprov or emp oymg e_ ew.uuque. 
(b )(6) 
(b)(7)(c). 109. (S//NF) According td ~e hard takedown was 

L_ -~-- . 

employed often in interrogations at as "part of the 
· atmospherics:''· It was the standard proce ure for moving a detainee 
to the sleep deprivation cell. It was performed for.shock and 

(b )( 1) psychological impact and signaled the transition to another phase of 
[(b)(3) NatSecActthe interrogation. He said that tht; act of putting a detainee into a 
I · diaper also could cause abrasions if the detainee struggles because 

the floor of the facility is concrete. 

110. (S//NF)[------~contended that he ordered the hard 
~~lg~ CIAAct t':1edown on Rahman to make him think he was being tak~ to a 
(b)(3) NatSecAcilifferent cell)L____ ·-· This_was 
(b )(6) accomplished by runnihg him up and down the corridor. As 
(b)(7)(c) Rahman was being moved down the corridor, he fell and got a scrape 

on his shoulder.~ . · rd not remember where else· Rahman 
received injuries. explained that the scraping was not 

(b)(1) . . 
b) ( 3) Nat S ecAct {S//NF)° Accordfug to one BOP officer who travelec( to! fietore he departed from 

Washington, D.C., al -----Supervisor, name Unknown, requested that the BOP team teach the 
hard ta.l<edown technique to the guards at After the BOP team arrived the 
request was not repeated, and BOP did not teach the technique. (b)(1) 

(b )( 1) a · (b)(3) NatSecAct. 

I 
i 

... , ... I--- . 

I 

~3., 
SFCRJiiT/L_______INQW)p~Jf/MR 

t-------------(b)(3) NatSecAct--~----------------

(b)(3) NatSecAct. 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct expected to be part of the process, and he was displeased with the 
(b)(3) NatSecActresults because Rahman was injured. asserted that he had no 
(b)(G) · interest in hurting the detainees. He observed that abrasions cause 
(b)(?)(c) ·management problems because there is a need to summon the 

physician to the facility to tend to the detainees' wounds to prevent· 
(b )( 1) infection.70 I ~tated that neither he, Station management, 
(b)(3) NatSecActor anyone else involved with the program ever authorized or 

encouraged anyone to hit, slap, or intentionally inflict pain on a 
detainee. 

(b)(1) 

~~lgl ~~~~;Act 111. (Sf/NF)I ~tated that this hard takedown was the 
(b)(6) only time Rahman could have received the abrasions on his body. 
(b)(7)(c) He recalled only one instance when the hard takedown was used on 

Rahman. According tdL J the reference to rough treatment in the 
0November 2002C]Caole refers to the hard takedown, as well as 
the insult slap given to Rahman by Jessen.71 

~~lgl NatSecAct . 112. (SHNFj . ]noted there was an
1
altemative to the hard 

takeaown that he called the "gentle takedown.' It was reserved for 
' detainees who had been cooperative and were being transferred from · 

(b)(1) · L I In those instances, the detainee is advised what to expect 
(b)(3) CIAAch<' · in advance and instructed to lie on his stomach and nofiesi5f.(b)(1) · ·: 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . . · . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

~~l~~l(c) 113. (S//NF~ statedhedidnotdiscussthehard 
takedown with Station managers; he thought they understood what 
techniques were being used atL j stated that, 
after completing the interrogation class, he understood that if he was 

(b )( 1) going to do a hard takedown, he must report it to Headquarters.72 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

. (b )(6) 
· . ,-(b)(7)(c)---, . . · 

70 (S//loff}. IfL ,treated Rahman for those abrasions, it was not reported to OIG 
. during the contact w:ith the three medical care providers present during Rahman's detention. 

(~)(~) CIAA t ~71 (S//lffl According to who led the DO Investigative Team),____j as not 
~b l~ 3 l N tS c A (orthcoming about the hard takedown .. During two interviews with.the DO Investi~ative Team, 

(b)(G) a ec i }eported that Rahman was pushed anc\ shoved· a bit. It was only afterl__jnterviewed 
Jessen that he learned of the.hard takedown .. At that point, after two interviews with.L....._ 

( b) (7) ( C) · I 
1
did not see any purpose in recontactinc=la third time to guestion him on this.iss_tlel 

-SECRJ!:T JP.1'-IGPORN//lvfR . 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

114. (&)i ____ J When th0ovember 2002 cable 
reporting the treatment of Rahman reached CTC, a senior 
CTC/Renditions Group officer forwarded this cable via an e-mail 
message to a CTC attorney. The officer highlighted part of the 
paragraph that reported, "Despite 48 hours of sleep deprivation, 
auditory overload, total darkness, isolation, a colci shower, and rough 
treatment, Rahman remains steadfast in maintaining his high 
resistance posture and demeanor." The CTC officer commented, 

· "Another example of field interrogation using coercive techniques 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

without authorization." 

115. (S//"t-lP) a CTC attorney, stated that she 
was not familiar with the ''hard takedown" technique and was not 
aware thatf:his technique lu!.d been used atl =1 She explained 
that ifL ~d sought approval to employ the hard takedown, 

(b )( 1) intentionally cold conditions, and the short chain restraint, she would 
(b )(3) NatSecActave responded .that they were not available for approval since they 

did not fit the legal parameters. Although a cold shower for Rahman 

I 
I .... , 

was an availableteelmique, she woUld have recommended-ffiat,_1...,.t=n~o.,-t ~---~1-
(b )(i) . be approved ul Jhad provided-all the relevant details .. " 
b)(3) NatSecAct.cluding that Rafiiiian's ce was cold:ax:1~,he::a_s ~ot-fully-clothed. [ 

116. (S//NF) i ------1stated that he was generally familiar 
(b )( 1) with the technique of hard takedowns. He asserted that it is 
(b)(3) CIAAct authorized and believed it had been used one or more times at 
(b)(3) NatSecA~t _Jn order to inrurtldate ~ detainee.731 6tated that he 
(b )(G) . '----ui-d aril kn. if . had b d d_Jdid. .d (b)(?)(c) · · wo not necess y ow it een, use an not cons1 er 

it a serious enough handling technique to require Headquarters 
approval. When asked about the p,ossibilitY that a detainee inight 
·have been dragged on the ground during the course of a hard . 
takedownr ]responded that he was unaware of that and_ did not 

(b)(1) . d tand th . t fdr . al th . •·d . . (b)(3) NatSecA~tm ers . epom o aggmgsomeone ong ecom orm 

I 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAc_t _______ _ 

73 (S//~iF) There is no evidence that hard takedowns or short chain restraints are or were 
authorized. They are not listed in relevant Agency guidance as approved interrogation 
measures. 

40 
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.-----i 
117. (e//N.f) 'contended that he observed Rahman's 

(b)(1) dead body and the abrasions did not appear to be fresh. 6tated 
(b)(3) CIAAct that he understood from that the abrasions on Rahman's 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . 
(b)(G) shoulders predated his transfer to~_ 
(b)(7)(c) However, after examining three postmortem 

photographs taken during the autopsy, advised OIG that, in 
his professional judgment, the abrasion on Rahman's shoulder was 

(b)(1) between two and five days old. He estimated the abrasion on 
(b)(3) NatSecAct Rahman's hip as ranging from three or four days to a maximum of 

.seven days old. 

118. (S//NF) Following his return to Headquarters 
subsequent to the autopsy, the pathologist learned that Rahman had 
been subjected to a technique that was used to disorient him and he 

~~lgl CIAAct had falle1:1; :11at w~s pres~ably the hard ta~edown. It was the 
(b)(3) NatSecActPathologisfs medical oprruon that the abrasions on the shoulders and 
(b)(6) hip occurred fairly simultaneously. He esti1nated they occurred from 
(b)(7)(c) one to three days, at most, before Rahman's death and certainly did 

not occur two weeks before his death. The pathologist did not ask 
who assisted during the autopsy. whAther he had seen the 

~b--. ~ . 1 · ........ ' ' th (b)(1) 
(b)( 1) a rasmns pnor (b)(3) NatSecActa · (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct J J . . . . 
119. (3/ '--~-. Despite the v1s1ble presence of abrasions on 

Rahman's body,! ~tation reported in the[]November 2002 
cable that constituted the official report of Rahman's death to the 
DDO, "The Station medic inspected the body and noticed no obvious 
contusions, abrasions, marks, swelling, or other indications of specific 
cause of death." This same language was incorporated in the 
29 November 2002 Congressional Notification of Rahman's death. 

(S!lNF) RAHMAN'SLASTTuREEDAYS ~~lgl NatSecAct 

(b)(1) D 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 120. (S//N::P) In the November 2002 cable sent to the DDO, 

~-~Station reported a chronology of the events regarding Rahman, 
with specific reference to the last days of his detention and his death. 
No other cables documented Rahman's activities or stahIS after 

(b)(1) llNovember 2002. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

__ 41 
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121. (S//J>JF) stated that he drafted this cable. 
~--

stated that he is familiar with this cable. He does not remember (b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct much of the contents of the cable, but the necessary documentation of 
(b)(3) NatSecAct1e circumstances of the death would be in the cable. It was drafted 
(b)(6) b~ ]and released by edited it for clarity, as was 
(b)(?)(c) his custom for a(b)(1 ))Jes he released from[(b)( 1 )] He had no 

recollection reg;(b)(3) I-Ja!SecActtance of the '(b)(3) ·NatSecActo the cable. 

~-_,,122. \S//t<JF) I JNovember 2002. The0November 2002 (b)(1) I I 
(b)(3) Na!SecAct chronology cable reported: 

' 

(b )( 1) 
The last time Rahman was seen b,Y[ !officer prior to his death 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) Na!SecAct 

was on the afternoon of MondayLJ'\/CWeiTiber 2002. At that time 
Rahman was assessed to be in gooa overall health. Station noted 
that Rahman had small abrasions on his wrists and ankles as a 
result of the restraints. His ankle restraints were loosened and his 
hand restraints were removed when Rahman was returned to his 
ceJl.74 

' 123. (S//NF) 'recalled that he had one brief session with 
(b)(1) D 
(b)(3) NatSecAc!Rahman on November 2002, four days after Jessen left~---

1 I I stated that this was based on Jessen's recommendation that 
I Rahman be left alone and envirorunental deprivations continued.75 
· I The pfpose of the session in an interrogation room, according to 

(b)(1) was just to check on Rahman to determine if he was more 
(b)(3) CIAAct compliant. Rahman never went any further than admitting his 
(b)(3) Na!SecActidentity. did not recall if Rahman was wearing a diaper at that 

~~l~~l(c) time but noted there.would have been no reason to use a diaper 
because Rahman was not in a sleep deprivation cell. 

(b)(1) 124. (S//NF) [ ____ Jcont7nded he has littl~p:rc 
(b)(3) CIAAct recollection of the session Oij ~ovember 2002.(b)(1) also did not 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) Na!SecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

(b )( 1) 

7-! ~ This is the only passage in the cable that addressed the events ofONovember 2002. I ]would have made this assessment of Rahman's health. 

I;::, (e//lW)j 'sent an ewmail message on[""November 2002, to her supervisors at 
Headquarters 

1
She ·wrote, "I am the primary 

interrogator on SlX deta1nees .. j ~s concentrating on Guf Rahman and other nevv 
detainees and already has a full plate." 

(b)(3) Na!SecAct ~--42 

SECl\E1 /lqOf'OfcM//Jyfil 
~-~ 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

recall which inte reter was used in this session, but he would have 
used one to conduct an 
interrogation. stated the session was neutral in tone and not 

(b)(1) confrontational. Accordingly, he would consider it a debriefing, not 
(b)(3) CIAAct . . . · 
(b)(3) NatSecA~i1 interrogation. 
(b)(6) .. . -
(b)(7)(c) 125. (S//NF) [ \recalled that, during the last few days of 

his detention, Rahman did something that caused' to order the 
guards to give Rahman a sweatshirt and possibly some socks and to 
loosen his restraints. I ~tated Rahman must have been 

(b)(1) · somewhat compliant because his hand restraints were removed. The 
(b)(3) CIAAct fact that his wrists had pretty bad scabs on them was also a factor in 
/~\/~\ NatSecA~tiaving the restraints removed. According to the sweatshirt 
(b)(?)(c) was not the result of Rahman complaining of being cold or[ I 

surmising Rahman was cold becaus.e he saw Rahman shivering. 
They were in the interrogation room, which was relatively warm 
with two 1000-watt lights and an electric heater. I ~tated that he 
might have given Rahman the sweatshirt because it was getting 
cooled .. )was trying to find a way to do something positive for . 

·'·· ... ·. ·· Rahman. stated he did not recall having a conversation with · · ·, 
anyqne about the cold conditions at the time. He could not, however, 

"· · ···r · • ~··~ disc01mt the possibility that concerns raised by others might have · ,., · 
played a role in his decision to give Rahman the sweatshirt. 

~-~ 

explained that he dirl not prepare a cable as a result of the 
1
) . 

. . . .. l(b)(1l-~J..-"1-.-- t ch ha d(b)( 
(b)(3) NatSecAct'n onl .. (b)(3) NatSecActause no mu ppene (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 126. (-S/[. -][]Novemb~r 2002. The[}Jovember 2002 
(b)(3) NatSect:__Jchronology cable reported: 

' ' 

At 1530 local or\__}Jovember 2002, fue[ --i:ommander 
told station that when Rahman had been given foodJat 1500 local, 
he had thrown it, his plate, his water bottle and defecation bucket 
at the guards who had delivered the food. Station requested that 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

43. 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

th;-·~--·-1commander to replace [sic] Rahnlan~ s hand 
restraints to prevent this from reoccurring, or prevent him from 
undertaking any other violent actions.76 · 

(b)(3) CIAAct .--~1=27~. (S//NF) recalled that, o S>Vember. h_e was_at (b)(1) I I p 
(b)(3) NatSecAct and was aJ>J>roached b~ard:_ 
(b )(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

1-------------~The guard(s) reported that Rahman 
had been acting violently and had thrown his food and defecation 
bucket at the guards .. Rahman had also threatened the guards, noting 

(b )( 1) that he had seen their faces and would kill them when he got out of 
(b)(3) CIAAct the facility. confirmed.·it is likely that Rahman had seen the 
(b)(3) NatSecActruards' faces because they were sometimes lax about using their · 
(b)(6) 0 • I • 

(b (?)(c) kerchiefs to cover their faces. 

128. (S//NF)L- ]did not recall whether -~ 
~[---[[]~were present a~ I when Rahman threw his food. 
HeQia not specifically recall telling others about the incident but 
acknowledged that he may ha~e told I . I I 

1----·-·-----·--· ---.. ___ )an9J I who would have 
(b)(1) had an interest in the case. · 

!~l!~l ~~~~~~ct 129. '€8//NF) I .~pproachedC]anaJ .· . bn . r 

(b )(?)( c) . !November 2002, between 1soo and 1800 hours, according to [[[[[[[ I 
llwas laughing and revealed tha.t Rahman had been violent in . 
Lru:sCetl, threatened the guards, and had thrown his food. 
added that he would take care of it.5, ·-~interpreted this~a_s_a_~ I 
lighthearted comment and assumeF was laughing because no 
detainee had done this previously. further assumed that when 

---:said he would take. care of it, he meant he woulQ. have the cell 
(b)(1) · cleaned and have Rahman chainec!~f--Jbelieved he departed . 1 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ]with.I . shortly following the I I comment byl [ J did not recall for certain whetherj 
(b)(1) came back [ ]with him or remaine~i(1'1) -'----'"Wi""'·th..---_J 
(b)(3) CIAAct . (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) -------
(b )(7)( c) 76 ({;) This is the only.passage in the cable that addresses the events .. oJUoxeII!ber 2002. It 

· has been established that the term ','station" in this paragraph means I 

44 
-Sf<:R£T/D):>JOPQRU//MR · 

(b)(3) NatSecAct ---------------
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S!:CltI!T ! f rNOFOR!<l//lvrn: 
(b )( 1) (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct did not remember hearing that Rahman had thrown 

~~l~~l(c) anytrui:g else besides his f?o~. I ,liid not recall a 
discussion of the Rahman mcident on[Yovember 2002 .. 

130. (S//N'F) C-- ~ecalled that, approximately a day 
before Rahman's death,! Jcasually mentioned Rahman had 

~~lgl CIAAct thrown his food and defecation bucket at the gt!ards. ~o her, this 
(b)(3) NatSecActappeared to be a normal update on Rahman. f rmterpreted 
(b)(6) tone as indicative that the throwing of the items was "not a 
(b )(7)( c) big deal," but rather an indication of Rahman's stature of being hard 

core. stated thatl ldid not mention that Rahman had 
threatened the guards. She did not remember1 being present 
during this discussion. 

(b)(1) . . . 
(b)(3) CIAAct 131. (S.t'.INF) stated he did not know what nught have 
(b)(3) NatSecActprompted Rahman to act in this manner. He was the only detainee· 
(b)(6) who had ever threatened the guards or thrown food at them. As a 
(b)(?)(c) result of this c:onductJ lordered the guards to shackle Rahman's 

hands. l-lwas not certain who proposed the idea to short chain
Rahman~iispetted ilie guJd(s) recommended it and he · 
approved. Regardless of the origm, =1acknowl~ed that he 
would have authorized Rahiriari.'s short Chaining onl _}Jovember 

·2002. . . .. (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

132. ~)1 1explained th~t the short chain was · 
(b)(1) necessary to prevent Rahman from throwing thlngs.7711 · . · 
(b )(3) C IAAct '"easoned if only Rahman' s hands had been shackled t~~ he still 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · · ( 
(b)(6) would have been able to throw objects. That is, manacling one hand 
(b)(?)(c) to the other still permitted the limited range of movement thafwould 

SECRE'l'f-~·-A~NOFOllJ//MR 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b,)(i) . all~w Rahman the ability to throw something.78 In L~vi~w, 
(b)(3) CIAAct trying to harm others when they entered the cell crossed thjlineJ 
(b)(3) NatSecActletainee who acted in this mariner needed to be restrained. 
(b)(6) . did not want Rahman throwing things even though the tray was 
(b)(?)(c) constructed·of cardboard and the bucket and water bottle were made 

of plastic. CJ did not know if the defecation bucket was empty at 
the time it was ffirown.79 

133. (S/ /NF) According tc( ______ Jthe_s_hqrl_chaining was not . 
the result of the verbal threat to the guards. I ~did not have any 
firsthand knowledge of the threat; the guardS told him about it. They 

(b )( 1) . did not appear very worried p.rirightene.d_b_v:Jhe_~eat. I I 
(b)(3) CIAAct found this surprising becaus~ . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct ~-Rahman had rep rtedly 
(b )(6) L WWW • I • • 

0 

(b)(?)(c) threatened the guards previously.L____. did!lot recall Rahman 
being punished for the previous threats 

1 

thought he would 
recall if Rahman had been punished. · · I 

134. (S//NF) L~stated it never occurred to him that short 
(b )( 1) chaining Rahp:tan ~file wearing no pants would have consequences. 
(b)(3) CIAAct In retrospectJ said he can see there.were.problems caused by 
(b)(3) NatSecAc!hafaction. ·At ffie time; he viewed short chaining as just a 
(b)(5) ch . . af 1 Rahman~d thinkh h d (b)(?)(c) me arusm ~o s. e y se~e . ___ 

1 
not . e a 

crossed the line m ordenng the short g. It was not done to 
induce pain or suffering. His only thought at the time was to make 
Rahman ~mmobile. !- -! stated they are not in the punishment 

t[(b)(i )---i .. .L . th b . f ttin !-£ • 
game a .(b)(3) NatSecActare m e usmess o ge g uuormation. 

~~lgl Cl~ct , . 13~. ~S//~) ~ccording tol 
1 

• jitwas evident t~ him 
(b)(3) NatSecActunng his.mvestigation thatC___Jdirected how Rahman was to be 
(b)(6) treated and interrogated. The guards would not.have chained 
(b)(?)(c) · . 

78 (!!//NF) Despite this view, there·was no need for the guards to enter the cell to deliver food. 
The doors for each cell were constructed ·with a small slot near the bottom of the doors. The 
purpose of the slot was for the safe delivery of food to the detainee·without opening the doors. 
The· same slot was used by the guards to inspect the cell and menitor detainees during security 
checks. . · · . · · . . . · 

79 (SffNFJ Four of the officers who responded to Rahman's cell onnNovember 2002 said they 
. did not see or smell urine or excrement in or around the cell. · ( b) ( 1 ) 

· (b)(3) NatSecAct 

SECRHT /d!<qOFeRH//MR 
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(b)(1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 

Rahnlan without being instructed to do so. I 

(b)(3) NatSecAcl--------~----------------
(b)(6) Any~g that happened to Rahman would have come through 
(b)(7)(c) 1 I 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~-~1.=...36=-c.. (S//NF) the BOP officers explained that~--~ 
taught the use of a short chain to the guards and mentioned 

~i_t_a_s _an_al~temative method of secllring a prisoner.so I JBOP 
(b)(3) NatSecActofficer said "short cha~g" is used by BOP officers ln cases where 

the inmate has been violent or kicks at the guards and would never 
be used for an inmate who threw food at a guard. The guards. 
practiced the technique for approximately an hour and were told to 
practice all the techniques in the evening on each other. According to 

(b )( 1) the BOP officers, they did not offer any scenarios for ·the use or the 
(b)(3) CIAAct short chain, that is, under what circumstances it(1)(17ld be used; they 
(b)(3) NatSecAct:imply taught the technique. . (b)(3) NatSecAct · 
(b)(6) 
(b)(7)(c) . 137. (S//Nii)[H - ~ho assisted! atL __ _Jfrom late 

September to early December 2002, and had COil.Siaerable contact 
With the guards, stated iliat the guards used a form of short 
shackling prior to the arrival of the BOP officers. The original 

(b)(1 r . ..,-. . . technique involved chaining both the hands and the feet to the: wan .. 
(b)(3) NatSecAs_the wall hook was less than two feet from the floor. The detainee 

would have to sit on the.floor of the cell with his arm elevated and 
bent.Bl C=:J stated that he saw Rahman short chained in his cell. 
He never saw anv other detainee pla.ced in that position. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct . . · 

(b)(1) 
1 

1
1

38. (Si~_ _ November 2002: fb'i(WNovember 2002 
(b)(3) NatSecA~ _ _Jllironology cable reported: . (b)(3) NatSecAct .. 

1-~~, 

(b)(1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

Interviewed separately o~c_JNovember 2002, each of the two=::] 
guards reported that dunng normal cell checks at 2200, 2300, Oi!OO, 
and 0800 on~;)~;~November, they. saw Rahman was alive in his · 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) I 
(b )(7)( c) srr tf(6~/,AO'~~H'?lf'Ti'Thfiee:(ldiffif· feierreienncce'e bliee:tvtw,.;eenffiiithfieetitw"i/Co!tteecchnihnl<'qrnu?;;es~is:tilhahlt, wrWitl"thlithh!e~o;;:iriginal;;t·;;;;Ji1;;;echni~·qu~e,tithh,;e-' 

detainee is chained to the wall, and there is no tlilid chain connecting the hands to the feet 

--~·'! 
: I 

~s!!~e""'ItE!>i!!'T'T A NorORN/ I MR 
~-~ 
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cell. Rahman was visually inspected through the door cell slot but 
no guard entered his cell. Both of the two guards. on the 0900 cell 
check said independently that Rahman was definitely alive, with 
his eyes open, seated in. his cell at 0800 hours or[]November 
2002 .... Shortly after 1000 hours onONovemEer 2002, Station 
personnel then present at the facility_to_conduct an interrogation of 
another individual were notified by !guards that Gul
Rahrnan was sleeping in his cell but there wa5 some problem. 
These officers were escorted to the cell by the guards. These 
officers realized. Rahman was deceased and· they subsequently 
requested via secure radio that Station medic visit the facility. 
Officers reported that a small amount (palm-sized pool) of dried 
blood was present in and around the mouth and nose of subject . 

. Rahman was observed still shackled, and slumped over in the 
seated position .... 

At approximately 103o hours, Station medic arrived at the location. 
The Station medic inspected the body and noticed no obvious 
contusions, abrasions, marks, swelling, or other indications of 
specific cause of death. He noted that the blood in evidence was 
dark, not in keeping with a wourtd to the nose or mouth area. The 
medic's notes on Rahman's condition are filed at Station. His 
estimation was that Rahman had.been.dead less than a few hours. 

139. (S//l>J}l.) According to the two TPY officers who . 
were present at!_· -·~ _ _]when Rahman was reported dead, he · 
was lying on his side; his hands were shackled together as were 
his feet. His hands were then secured to his feet and his feet 
were chained to a grate on the will with a six- tol2-inch cha(b)(1) 

. · (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) . 140. (5//Nti)c=Jstated he was ilnaware that Station . 
(b)(3) CIAAct officers tried to contact lUffi on the morning oCNovember 2002 · 
(b)(3) NatSecA.C:t.hen Rahman's death was discovered. He indicated the radio was 
~~~~~~(c) not always on.l _____ 

1

said he was not certain where he was at the 
time Rahman's body was found.L ]thought perhaps he was at 
the Station I r but he ackiiowledged that had he been at 
the Station

1
an7b)7f) trio called, someone would have located him.82 

(b)(1) 
(b)(1) . (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) CIAAct 82 E6HNf') Noneofthepersonnel,includin~ lwh6werepresen~nj J 

( b) ( 3) Nat S ecAclnd became aware of Rahman's death that date could account torr-~hereabouts 
( b) ( 6) throughout the morning when ~'s death was reported to the Station. 
(b)(7)(c) 

SECRET/D~JOFOR:J:Q'/ I MR. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct · (b)(3) NatSecAct 

When_th.e officers subsequently returned to the Station from 
(b)(i) [ ]they informed selected Station personnel of Ralunan's 
(b)(3) CIAAct death. One of them, identity unrecalled, informe~ey had 
(b)(3) NatSecActfound Rahman dead in his cell.83 Wheri :went to see [=1 he 
(b)(6) was already; aware of Rahman's death.84 
(b)(?)(c) · (b)(3) NatSecAct : 

141. (81'1 L ~acknowledged that the account of the 
guards checkiiig on Ranman at 2200 and 2300 and 0400 hours, as 
reported in the cable, was odd and inconsistent with the policy of the 
rounds conducted every four hours. He mainthlned, however, that 
this was what the guards told him said he thought it was 
unusual that the guard commander was not present. at1 J . 

(b)( 1) when Rahman's death was reported. Other officers also cited that 
(b)(3) NatSecAct:his absence appeared unusual. 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 

142. {S/ _ From what he heardDsaid he was 
confident Rahirian rued of hypothermia. Bemg on the bare floor was 
likely a factor. I ~tated he had no more experience than the 

. average person with hypothermia. From life experience 
~~lgl CIAAct ··recognized that if the ground is colder than your body, i""""t i~·s-p-ru-aent 
(b )(3) NatSecAcico have something between your body and the S!Ound. 
(b)(6) 
(b)(?)(c) assumed 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

that other detainees did not die because they were more warmly 
dressed. Rahman was the only prisoner short chained in his cell at 

· the time; he was different from the other PrfQners. When asked if he 
thought Rahman would have been alive oru ]November 2002 if he 

(b)(1) had cooperated, 'responded that if ~an had been 
(b)(3) CIAAct - ti h uld b bl till b ali (b)(3) NatSecAcroopera ve, e wo pro a y s e ve .. 
(b )(6) . 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(?)(c) · 

83 ~{/Ni') Wheri interviewed by the DO Investigative Team three days after Rahman's death, 
(b )( 1) C 1tated he learned of the death from I !confirmed this during his OJG 
(b)(3) CIAAct interview.· . 
( b) ( 3) N atS ecAct! (S//Nl') No photographs were taken of Rahman or the condition of his cell. The only 
( b) ( 6) . ~otographs of Rahman were the photographs taken in conjunction with the autopsy on 
(b)(?)(c) LNovember2002. · 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~~49 

SOCRET I (NDFORN//MR 

· (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(
(bb))(1) C 143. CS//NF) 1 'stated that he is hesitant to conclude that 

(3) IAAct h th . th fRahman' d th H . t . . d (b)(3) NatSecAct ypo ernua was e cause o s ea . e 1S no convmce . 
(b)(6) that there were not other unspecified medical conditions that existed 
(b)(7)(c) with Rahman that contributed to his death. stated that it is 

hard for him to square with hypo.thermia as the cause of death since 
' Rahman was alive through the night. 

(b)(1) (W/T..QU(J-) THEINVESTIGATIONBYTHEDO INVESTIGATIVE TEAM 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

144. (S//~JF) iStatioµ.reported Rahman's death in an 
(b)(3) NatSecAct cable to the DDO onlJNoveni.ber 2002,'the day of 
I LR.ahnian'sa~ath. Shortly thereafter the DDO dispatched three 
(b)(1) · At;ertcyofficers (the "DO Investigative Team") td bn a 
(b)(3) NatSe~Act ]to investigate the circumstance& of the death.85 The 

DO Investigative Team, co115isting ofj jwho was the_~ 
(b )( 1) senior security officer assig!l,ed toi 
(b)(3) CIAAct I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct conducted interviews, and the (b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

pathologist performed an autopsy of Rahman.86 . 

. , ·--··-·· 14~.- (St/N~r~dvised the, DO. Investigative Team that 

(b )( 1) . detainees were examllied and photographed upon their arrival to 
(b )(3) c IAAct protect the Agency in the event they were beaten or otherwise 
(b)(3) NatSecAcl:iistreated[ . [prior to rendition. Howev~r, ":h~I ~on 
(b )(6) r~January 2003, l:w'o months after Rahman's a.rnval m . 
(b)(7)(c) requested the identity of the medical officer, the results of Rahman's 

medical examination, rd co5ies of the rendition photographsc=J 
· did not produce them reported that no medical documents 

. were.retained from the renditions, andJ:h~_s.ration did not retain 
(b)(1) medical documentation of detainees! said he could not 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 1 • · 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

~-i;q 

SECRET /1 
1 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct 

identify the medic who reportedly exarilined Rahman and also said 
(b)(1) the digital photographs of Rahman had been overwritten. (b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct · . (b)(3) NatSecAct. 

(b)(3) NotSecAct 146. (6//NF)Th• DO lnvffittgativ. T"m "'"""[,ool 1 IOA 
(b)(6) employees and contractors and.the' ~ide guards. was 
(b)(?)(c) interviewed a second time when he returned to Headquar ers while 

on leave from I }md by an ~-mail message that was s~nt to 
. lllater attempting to locate additional information. On · _ 

~_January 2003,[ l;ompleted a 33-page report with 50 . 
(b)(1) :ittachments, including the post-mortem photographs. 
(b )(3) NatSecAct · 

147. (S//NF) stateq he delivered tissue samples and 
(b)(1) histologies (microscopic examination of structure of the tissues) to 
(b)(3) CIAAct government laboratories. From the toxicology and laboratory 
(b)(3) NatSecActshidies, he learned there were no traces of cyanide, opiates, truth 
(b)(6) serums, or poisons. He said he was "99.9 percent" certain that i:he 
(b)(?)(c) cause of death was hypothermia and asserted that, ifRahman's death 

had occurred in the United States, it would have been listed as death. 
·by hypothermia. stated that, from a clinical perspective, he is 

· ···· skeptical of the acci.tracy of the repoi:ting of the time of death. He · · · ·. 
believes the account of the guards that Rahman was shivering at 0800 

' - · , ... · (b)(3)-N-atSecAciOOO hours "does not fit." · ' (b)(1 )· · · 
. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 148. (-s~--J onONovember2002,I ~entane-mail 
(b)(3) CIAAct message to several OGC attorneys assigned to the DO that was 
(b )(3) NatSecAct intended to be a preliminary report of his findings 87 Included in the 
(b )(6) . . • . . 
(b)(7)(c) e-mail message was the followmg: 

(b)(5) 

(b )(1) · 87 (U/ /Pe\:1€)) said he did not prepare any other report on this matter. 
(b)(3) CIAAct \ ~-~ . ' 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

SECRET ~t~KlPORH//MR 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct. __ 1"'-'4"""9'-'~ ffiLJ] arC:}Jovember 2002, prior to dlepartin1 
(b )(6) 1sent an e-mail message to his supervisors which 
(b)(7)(c) was forwarded to the DDO and Associate DDO. The e-mail reported 

· i(bTI1?: , 
(b)(3) NatSecAct--, · 

! 1which is where our Subject was housed, is a newly 
constructeaconcrete facility that has no heating or cooling. 
Temperatures have recently dropped into the thirties at night. 
Having walked through the facility in the afternoon, it was still 
very cold. Most prisoners are fully clothed, however this · 
prisoner was somewhat difficult to handle and uncooperative. 
He had thrown food and threatened to kill the guards. As 
punishment his pants were takei:i from him. He hii.d not worn 
pants (meaning he.was naked from the waste [sic] down) for 
several days. There was ·no carpeting or matting on the floor, 
which means that when he was shackled, his naked body sat · 
agamst the bare concrete. . 

(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(5) 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

. 52 
SEG~T~ f~JOFORN//MR · 

_ . --·---- ____ (b)(~L f'l!.ci!S_E'._0_c_t ________________ -------· 
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151. (SHN'F) The autopsy indicated, by a· diagnosis of 
exclusion, that Rahman' s death was caused by hypothermia.88 The 
Final Autopsy Findings reported the cause of d~ath as 
"undetermined," the manner of death as "undetermined," and the 
clinical impression as hypothermia. 

152. 1S7tN.F1- The DO Investigative Team concluded: 

• There is no evidence to suggest that Rahman's death was 
deliberate. 

• There is no evidence to suggest that Rahman was beaten, 
tortured, poi.Saned, strangled, or smothered. · 

• Hypothermia was the most likely cause of .death of 
Rahman. 

• Rqhman's death was not deliberate but resulted from 
·incarceration in a cold environment while nude from the 
waist· down· and-being shackled in a position that 
prevented him from moving around to keep warm. 
Additionally, this kept him in direct contact with the col.cl 
concrete floor leading to· a loss of body heat through 
conduction. 

Rahman's actions contributed to his own death. By . 
throwing his last meal, he was unable to provide his body 
with a source of fuel to keep him warm. Additionally, his 
violent behavior resulted in his restraint, which 
prevented him from generating body heat by moving 
around and brought him in direct contact with the 
concrete floorleading to a loss of body heat through 
conduction. 

88 (U) A diagnosis of exclusion in a death case is one where all other causes of death are 
excluded and the clinical environment in which the victim was found is examined along with the 
immediate history developed during the investigation. However, no definitive tests or findings 
establish that diagnosis. · · · 

(b )(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 
. (b )(6) 

. r(b)(7)(c)--~ 
OTHER TECHNIQUES EMPLOYED OR APPROVED BY] 

~----~ 

153. (S//NF) A senior CTC operations officer stated that when 
he was at[ lbetween 13 September and 3 October 2002, 

~-~ 

. offered to fire a handgun outside the interrogation room while the 
/ . operations officer was interviewing a \ieiaine_e who wa~ thought to be 

(b)(1) withholding information. ReportedlyJ btaged the incident, 
(b)(3) NatSecAc!v-hich included screaming and yelling outside the cell by other CIA 

(b)(1) officers andCJguards. When the guards moved the detainee from 
(b)(3) CIAAct the iriterrogation room, they passed a guard who was dressed as a 
(b)(3) NatSecActhooded detainee, lying motionless on the ground and made to 
(b )(6) appear as if he.had been shot to d,eath. The operations officer added · 
(b)(7)(c) tha~ openly discussed his plan for the mock execution for 

several days prior to and after the event wiiliCJtation officers. 

~~lgl NatSecAct 154. (S//NF) Station officer[_ ---·---~ecounted that 
I . arounL_. ___ ]2002, she heard truit ~ same senior CTC 

(b)( 1) operations o!ficer staged a mock execution. _She was not present but 
(b )(3) c IAAct understood it went badly; she was told that it was transparently a 

··~ 

I. -. 

(b )(3) NatSecActruse and no benefit was derived from it. - .. . .,...,,,, ... · ...... -- ; 

(b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

; - ··. · · 155,·-(S//NP) Four other officers and ICs who were 
interviewed admitted to either participating in such an incident or 
hearing about one of them.89 An IC who led a CTC review of 
procedures at after Rahman's death stated tha~ I 
described staging a mock execution of a detainee. Reportedly, a 

(b)(1) detainee who witnessed the·"body" in the aftermath of the ruse "sang 
(b)(3) CIAAct like a bird .... 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . 
(b)(6) . 
(b )(7)( c) 156. (S/jNF)_~admitted that he participated in a "mock 

execution" atl ~when the first detainees arrived. He 
contended th~etamees were ther~ only one day, and he hoped to 
shake them up quickly. I !explained he discharged a firearm in a 
safe manner while an L_ bfficer lay on the floor and 

(b)(1) (b)(1) 
(b)(1) (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 

~~ l~~ l ~ ~z;A~f !5//t<f') It is difficult to dete~e how many ~ock exe~~ons. we;e staged during this 
(b )(6 ) penod. There appear to be at least two.[_ !admits to participating m only one. 

(b)(7)(c) 
e====":l;il 

SECRET/I I fNOFQRtq'//MR 
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(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(7)(c) 

(b )(7)( c) chicken blood was splattere_1:Lon_fue_.wall. The technique was~: --~ 
idea and was based on thei ! concept of showing 
something that looks real, but is not. According to irt that case 
it was not effective because it appeared to be staged. (b )(6) 

______ (b)(7)(c) 
(b)(1) ·,, ,--1 I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 157. CS11 Jl>~iej stated thatL-__~~---~~~---" 

· ~-o_em12~oyed the mock execution techni ue once; the officer 
(b)(1) informe~ _Jabout it afterwards. The. re ortedly tried 
(b)(3) CIAAct the technique because the detainee knew it was facility 
(b)(3) NatSecActand the officer wanted to induce the belief tha :would do. 
~~l~~l(c) anything[ ___ Jcontended that he did not kilow when thiS'incident 

occurred ·or if it was successful. 

158. (S//Nf) When asked about the possibility that handguns 
(b)(1) had been used as rops or mock execiltions had been staged at 
(b)(3) NatSecAct - responded, "We don't dp that ... there's none 

of that." said he Would be surprised if someone said that a 
(b )( 1) gun.was used; it was not part of an interrogation technique. He 
(b)(3) CIAAct. . e)<plained that handguns were not allowed fu the vicinity of ..... 
~~l~~l NatSecAct detain~es, for fear that the weapons co,ulci be taken away or turned 
(b)(7)(c) on the interrogators . 

.. . : :..;·. ,·.-.... . . ; .·.; ~ .. ' . ' ~- . . ...... . 

159. (S//NF) Upon further discussionr-lrevealed that 
~1:JJ2roximately four days before his interview with OIG, told 

(b)(1) I =10£ an instance whepconducted a mock execution at 
(b)(3) NatSecAct :in approximatelYI 3002.90 Reportedly, 

the firearm was discharged outside of the building, and it was done 
because the detainee reportedly possessed critical threat information. 

(b)(1) i---~st~ated that he did not hear of a similar act occurring at 
(b)(3) CIAAct I subsequently. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct.---~ 
(b )(6) 
(b )(7)( c) (5"1"/Nf!j NOTIFICATIONS OF RAHMAN's DEAm TO CONGRESS 

(b)(3) NatSecAct · · 
(b )( 1) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

. 160. $11=:=] As.discussed previouslyj reported . 
· Rahman's death to Headquarters in a[Yovember 20021 (b)(3) N~tSecAct 

(b)(1) I 

(b )( 1) . . · (b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) CIAAct 90 (€]==:Jwasinte~ewedorfljebruary2003. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct · (b)(3) CIAAct . 
(b)(6) .5.5 
(b)(7)(c) . SECRET/ 1NQFORN//Mlt 
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(b)(1) !b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAC! 

cable to the DDO. (See Exhibit.) On[]November 2002) I 
·1 (b)(1) · ,.,,..,orted Station Medical Support to Detainees in 
(b)(3) NatSecAct--- · 

to the DDO. This addressed the medical care 
~-~~~~ 

provided to detainees in general along with a comment about the 
medical treatment orovided to Rahman. · ' 

(b )(3) NatSecAct , 

16l. {S;J I On 29 November 2002, the Director of 
Congressional Affairs (D /OCA) provided the Chairman and ranking 
member of each Intelligence Committee and the Chairman and 
Ranking Member of the House and Senate Appropriations 
Subcommittees on Defense a background paper entitled "Death of 
Detainee Gul Rahn;ian." The paper identified Rahman as "an Al
Qa'ida operative and Hezbi-Islami Gulbuddin/Hekmatyar associate 
who was also a close contact of senior Al-Qa'ida facilitator Abu 
Abdul Rahman Al-Najdi." It reported CIA was sending a team of 
officers toCJto conduct an inquiryinto Rahman's death; 

(b )( 1) ;"eluding an autopsy to determine the cause of death. The 
(b)(3) NatSecAct k d rt d "Rahm · d t th ·. ,_, · oac groun ~paper repo e , an amve a ~I 

1
uete11tion 

facility onLiNovember [2002] and was given a physicalexamination 
(b)(1) urhich indicated no medical issues or.preexisting medical (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct diti ,,91 . . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

· con ons. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

162. Wc:=J ·On 23 January ~~3, ~e.IG reported to the DCI . 
by memorandum that the General Counsel had Wormed the IG on 
22 January 2003 of the de;ith of Gul Rahman: Further, the IG stated 
that the OIG was investigating the issue. On 30 January 2003, the 
DCI forwarded the IG' s memorandum to the Congressional oversight 
committees and reiterated the DCI had notified the committees of· 
this matter by formal notification on 29 November 2002. The DCI's 
letter added that the DO Investigative Team's report was nearing 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

91 ~ ~- · ... JThe first portion of this statement appe'.11"5 to be _c1rawi:~om the~o~ember 2002 
I hole reporting the death of Rahnian. As explained earlier, this information IS maccurate. 

There is no evidence that .Rahnian rece(yi:<f .a physical examination upon his arrival atL = 
or at any time following his arrival ul.._J It cannot be determined where the Offi<::e of 
Congressional Affairs obtained ihe information that Rahnian clid not have any rneclical issues or a 

.~· 

I 

(b )( 1) 

)>i:..,eexisting meclical conclition because that conclusion was not reported in either theOor · 
L)Jovember2002cables. . · (b)(1) · (b)(1) I 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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completion and CIA would be sending the committ.ees a follow-up 

. notificatio(b)'(3)N~IB~cA~t1ture. 

163. ~;! J On2 May 2003, the D/OCA provided an 
update to the Int~lligence Committees of Congress and Chairman' 
and Ranking. Member of the House and Senate Appropriations 
Subc.ommittee on Defense in the form of a background paper entitled 
"Death of Detainee Gul Rahman." The background paper, 
"Investigation by the Directorate of Operations," which included an 
autopsy and toxicology, disclosed that Rahman' s death was 
accidental and most likely resulted from hypothermia."92 The 
background paper reported that Rahman was nude from the waist 
down and that "an autopsy disclosed several surface abrasions which 

. he obtained withlll the first few days of his incarceration."93 The 
background paper reported, "Dl,lrirlg his incarceration, Rahman 

(b )( 1) threatened several times to kill[ ~ guards.94 ... At 1500 
(b)(3) NatSecA<ii:10urs] onL_November 2002 ... Rahm;m again threatened to kill the 

guards and threw his food, water bottle, and waste bucket at the 
guards." Finally, the background paper reported; "As a result ofhis 
violent behavior, and following procedures recommended by the 
U.S. BOP, Rahman was shackled to the wall in a short chain position 

. which prevents prisoners from standing upright."95 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

92 '(8/ CJ As reported above, in actuality, the autops~ reported the cause of death as 
"undetermined/' the manner of death as "undetermined; and the clinical impression as 

(b )(3) NatSecActhypothermia. The investigative report concluded, 'There is no evidence to suggest that 
Rahman' s death was deliberate." . 
93 \Sf Cl The initial report to Congr~ss on 29 November 2002 did not report that Rahman 
was nak~crnelow the waist and chained in a position that forced him to sit on the concrete floor. 
The autopsy did not address the age of the abrasions. As explained earlier, the pathologist 
opined to OIG that the abrasions to the shoulders and hips occurred from one to three days, at 
most, before Rahman's death. . · · · 

· 94 ~ Ac.cording toc::=::JRahman reportedly threatened the guards two times only,. 
(b )(3) NatSecActduring the week ofCil'·lovember and onONovember. ·· 

95-{5'/(=:JAE reported previouslyL2advis~~ OIG that he did not recall12unishin1t i~ li~))( ) 
( b) ( 1 ) Rahman fcirtlie first alleged verbal threat. OP .officers, =1 C. 
(b )(3) C IAAct I _ lwho taught the short chain position, ind1catea-tliat tliey had never seen . 
(b )(3) NatSecActhe short chain position used in a cell situation. Additionally, they did not offer.scei;larios for use· 
(b )(6) of the short chain position and woUld not employ the technique on a detainee for throwing food. 
(b)(7)(c) · Theysimplytaughtthetechnique. · 

. ,---~5? 
Sli:CRET/ 'l>.NtfO~FiAOIRRiM~i-f/11/MlV'I"· T<{-
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(U) APPUCABLE LAo/S, REGirLATIONS AND POUCIES 

164. (U) .Title 18 U.S.C. §112, Manslaughter, provides in 
pertinent part : 

Manslaughter is the unlawful killing of a human being without 
malice. It is of two kinds: 

Voluntary - Upon a sudden quarrel or heat of passion. 
·Involuntary - In the commission of an unlawful act, not amounting 
to a felony, or in the commission in an unlawful manner, or 
without due caution and circumspection, of a lawful act which 
might produce death. · 

165. (U) Title 18. U.S.C. §2441, Torture, provides penalties for 
"who[m]ever outside the United States commits or attempts to 
commit torture." The statute defines the crime of torture, in pertinent 
part, as: 

... an act committed by a person acting under the color of law. 
specifically intended to inflict severe physical or mental pain or 
suffering (other than pain or suffering incidental to lawful 
sanctions) upori another person within his custody or physical · . 

. control. 

166. (U) Title.18 U.S.C. §2441, War Crimes, provides penalties 
for "whomever, whether inside or outside the United States, commits 
a war cririte" wherein "the person cbmmitting such war crime or the 
victim of such. war crime is a member of the Armed Forces of the 
United States or a national of the United States.". The statute defines a 
war crime as any conduct defined as a grave breach of the Geneva 
Conventions [or any protocol to such convention. to which the United 
States is a party].96 The prosCribed conduct includes the following 

96 · (U) The United States is not yet a party lo either of the two "Protocol!;.Adclitional ~the 
Geneva Conventions." 
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relevant offenses: willful killing, torture or inhumCl.11 treatment, 
induding biological experiments, willfully' causing great suffering to 
body or health.97 · 

167. (U) On 7 February 2002, President Bush issued.a 
memorandum noting that the "provisions of Geneva will apply to our 
present conflict with the Taliban" [in Afghanistan] but would not 
apply to Al-Qa'ida.98 Neither the Taliban nor Al-Qa'ida would be 
entitled to enemy Prisoners of War status, however. Nonetheless, the 
Presfdent ordered, "As a matter of policy, the United States Armed 
Forces shall continue to treat detainees humanely and, to the extent 
appropriate and consistent with military necessity, in a manner 
consistent with the principles of Geneva." 

168. (S//NF) On 24 January 2003, the General Counsel orally 
informed the Chief of the Criminal Division, DoJ of Rahman' s death. 
On 13 Fel:Jruary 2003, OIG reported Rahman's death in detention to 
the U.S. DoJ by memorandum. 

· · 169. "(S//Nll} oil 29 December 2003, the Chief,··· · · 
Co'unterterrorism Section, Criminal Division, DoJ, reported by letter 
that it declined to pursue a federal prosecution of criminal charges in 
this matter. As of April 2005, the matter is under revi~w by the U.S. 
Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Virginia pursuant to the 
direction of the Attorney General. · 

97 (U) Grave breaches are defined in the Fourth Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection 
of Persons in Time of War are listed in Article 147. (Article 130 of the Third Geneva Convention 

. Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners of War lists tJ:iese same offenses as "grave breaches.") 

98 (U) Memorandum from the President to·the Vice President, Secyetary of State, Secretary of 
Defense, Attorney General, Orief of Staff to the President, Director of Central Intelligence, 
Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, and the Chairman of the Joint Oriels of 
Staff, "Humane Treatment of al Qa,eda and Taliban Detainees," dated and signed 7 February 
2002. 
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170. (U I /FOUO) Agency Regulation 13-6, Appendix I; 
Standards for Employee Accountability provides: 

a. Consequences will follow an employee's failure to comply with 
a statute, regulation, policy or other guidance that is applicable 
to the employee's professional conduct or performance. 

b. The lack of knowledge of a statute, regulation, policy or 
guidance does not necessarily excuse the employee. However, 

. lack of knowledge may affect the level of employee · 
responsibility and the e1<tent to which disciplinary action is 
warranted. Therefore the following factors will be considered 
prior to holding an employee accountable for a particular act or 
omission: 

(1) Agency efforts to make employee5 aware of the statute, 
regulation, policy or guidance; 

(2) The extent of employee awareness of the statute, 
regulation, policy or guidance; 

· · (3) The importance of the conduct or performance at issue; 

·(4) The position or grade of the employee. 

c. Any finding of defici~nt performance must be specific and may 
include omissions and failure to act in accordance with a 
reasonable level of professionalism, skill, and diligence. 

d. Determinations under the above standard will be based in part 
on whether the facts objectively indicate a certain action should 
have been taken or not taken and whether the employee had an 
opportunity and the respon5ibility to act or not act. 

e. Managers may be held accountable in addition for the action(s) 
or inaction of subor.dinates even if the manager lacks 
knowledge of the subordinate's coriduct. Such accountability 
depends on: · 

(1) Whether the manager reasonably should have been 
aware of the matter and has taken reasonable ]I\easures 

· to ensure such awareness. 

~.:9 
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(2) Whether the manager has taken reasonable measures to 
ensure compliance with the law and Agency policies and 
regulations. 

CONCLUSIONS 

171. (S//NF) CIA had not issued any applicable custodial 
interrogation guidelines by the time of Rahman's detention. The 

~~lgl CIAAct ?rac~ce at that time was for interrogators to propose in~errogation 
(b)(3) NatSecAci:echniques to CTC for pre-approval. I ~did not take 
(b )(6) this step prior to the interrogatio11 of Rahman. Further, a CTC legal 
(b)(7)(c) advisor said Headquarters would not have knowingly approved 

several of the teclutlques thatC=1einployed, including cold 
showers, cold conditions, hard takedowns, and the short chain 
restraint. 

(b )( 1) . 172. (SI /NF} L !treated Rahman harshly because of 
(b)(3) CIAAct Rahman' all d --his. · · · ti th (b)(3) NatSecAct s ege stature, . unc~mpronusmg reac on to e 
(b)(S) interrogation and.lack_gf cooperation, the pressure on· Ito 
(b)(7)(c) ''break him," an( IIack of experience with a committed 

interrogation resister. (b)(1) · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

173. (S//NJI) 0nONovember 2002) brdered or 
(b)(i) approved the guards placing Rahman in the short chain position 
(b)(3) CIAAct whereby he was compelled to sit 011 the concrete floor of his cell. 
(b)(3) NatSecActRahman was only clothed in a sweatshirt .. This act directly led to 
(b)(6) · Rahman's death byhypothermia. llwas fully cogni,zant that the 
(b)(?)(c) ·temperature~ -]had fallen sharplyin November. Two .. 

individuals said that they raised the subject of the cold temperatures 
withj__ J OnLfNovember~ldirected that actions be taken to 
help other d.etainees ward off the cold. Other officers and contractors 

(b )(i) present ai~--~Jn November 2.002.stated they recognized it was 
(b)(3) NatSecAct very cold and some detainees were inadequately protected against 

the cold. They stated they were personally aware of the possibility of 
hypotherinia, but some said they assumed it was the responsibility of 
someone else to address. 

~6c 
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174. (S//NP) exhibited reckless indifference to the 
possibility that his actions might cause injuries or result in Rahman's 
death. There is no indication that[ __ ?ntended that Rahman 

(b )( 1) should be severely harmed or killea. · . 
b)(3) NatSecAct 

175. (S//1~ The initial account of guards that 
Rahman died in the mid-morning oQNovember 2002 is unreliable 

I 
J 
'· 

I 
I 

(b)(i) and self-serving. It is likely that Rahman died during the night and 
(b)(3) NatSecActhe guards waited until Station officers were present ac= =1to . 
I report his death. Nonetheless, there is no evidence that th~ · --1 (b)(1) ! 

guards assaulted or independently mistreated Rahman (b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(1) ' . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

176. (S//NF) Rahman did hot :receive a physical examination 
(~l( 1 l CAA following his rendition from :or at any time while detained 
ib)i~l N~tS~~Acttl )desJ?itel_ jreport to the contrary. Although 
(b)(6) lthe physician's assistant at that time, reported that 
(b)(7)(c) he examined all the other detainees held at he did not 

examine Rahman. L~- _]allowed Rahman's statement that all was 
lltosupplanta·phys1·c~ 1 examma· ti'on (b)(i) · ·· · ··· (b)(i) · · · · 

we .cu ~ (b)(3) NatSecAct . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 177. (S//NF) whowas~uringthefirstO 
(b)(3) CIAAct .J fRahman' d t ti' did t tt d t Rahm . th (b)(3) NatSecActays o s e en on, no a en o an m e same 
(b)(B) . manner arid with the same standard of care as the other detainees. 
(b)(7)(c) I - Jvas aware of the cold conditions; indeed the temperature in 

t==Jnad reached a low of ~1 degrees the day before he departed 
rm HH ·1onONovember. As amedicaI care provider, he should have 
advocated more humane treatment for Rahman that would ensure 

(b)(1) his health and safety. (b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . . (b)(3) NatSecAct 

178. f;)/ /~fF) [---lStation's reporting of the details of 
Rahman's detention and death in Station cables contained false 

(b )( 1 l s otatements and material omissions. Consequently, the Congressional · 
(b)(3) Nat ecAct tifi' ti dr . fr th bl inf · ti. b · · · d no ca on awn ·om e ca e orma on ore inaccuracies an 

material omissions. The inaccurate reporting.obscured or minimized 
the cireumstances of the death, the involvement of~ in the 
mistreatment of Rahman, and the absence of adequate supervision by 

(b)(1) A follow-up report to the Congressional oversight 
(b)(3) CIAAct ~-----~ , 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 
(b )(7)( c) 

r--""1 ' 
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committees was prepared on 2 May 2003. That.report, drawn from 
the DO Investigative Report, accurately reported salient 
circumstances that contributed to Rahman's death that were initially 

(b )( 1) omitted. 
(b)(3) CIAAct 

(b)(3) NatSe.cAct 179. 'S//HF) L ~ars direct responsibility for failing 
i~~i~\(c) to include pertinent facts in hisl_JNovember 2002 official written 

account of Rahman' s death. The cable specfcally lithheld 
information known to and that directed the 
guards to place Rahman in the short chain position while he was 
naked below the waist, thereby forcing him to sit bare bottomed on 

(b )( 1) the bare concrete floor of his cell in what were known to be very cold · 
(b)(3) NatSecAct tur · · 

rempera es. 

. 180. (-5//NP)/ kars responsibility for not 
providing adequate supervision o£L :activities at1

1 

I (b)(1) 

• 

~--~ (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )( 1) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b )(6) 
(b)(7)(c) 

,· 
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(b )(6) . 
(b )(7)( c) 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. (S//NF) The Director of the Central Intelligence Agency 
. should convene an Accounj:abili!Y Board to review the performance 
of in 
regard to the events that contributed to the death of Gul Ralunan. 1----------·-----·. 

I (b)(3) CIAAct 
I (b)(5) 

I 
I 

I 

' . ,, . . ... i . 

I 
CONCUR: I 

· · r (b)(6) 

l 
I .:>hn L. Helberson
\ .•· 
\/Inspector General 

\ ~11-"71~~ 
Date 

;;.i 
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